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Abstract 
In this study, we mainly characterize the wearable antenna system for off-body 
communications with respect to two conventional wireless communication systems 
as, cellular mobile systems (PCS, GSM and UMTS) and wireless local area networks 
(WLAN). Unlike antennas embedded in portable devices, the complicated body- 
centric environment has emerged with special requirements for wearable antennas 
design, like compact dimensions, light weight and flexible structure, hidden or water 
proofing, and most importantly, capable of providing certain radiation shielding into 
the human body. This thesis aims to find an optimum solution to meet the particular 
requirements of wearable antenna design. 
The first part is primarily concerned with characterising the electromagnetic 
properties of some textile and leather materials. Both insulating and conducting 
materials are investigated for using as substrate and radiating elements of high 
performance textile antennas. Then a few of new antenna designs are proposed in the 
second part. These antennas are made out of textile and leather materials. They are 
low profile, planar in geometry, and most importantly, they are capable to provide 
multi-operations with considerable wide bandwidth. 
An electromagnetic band gap structure is studied as it can provide a high impedance 
ground plane for low profile antennas. The EBG plane can provide a perfect shielding 
layer for the body, and reduce the radiation toward the body significantly. 
Furthermore, the EBG plane is able to reduce the detuning of the antenna when 
placing near the body without serious bandwidth reduction, increase antenna gain and 
reduce mutual coupling from other devices. 
The final part carries out a series of experiments which can represent the body-centric 
environment. These include bending, washing, wearing, coupling and SAR 
investigations. Antenna and EBG performances under body worn environment are 
tested and discussed in this thesis. 
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INTRODUCTION I 
Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 Overview 
Body centric wireless communication is now concerned as an essential part of fourth 
generation mobile communication systems, and will be part of the forthcoming 
convergence and personalization across the various domains, like Personal Area 
Networks (PANs), and Body Area Networks (BANs) [1]. Applications of body- 
centric wireless communication include wearable computers, wearable 
entertainments, sports outfits, health monitoring and some specialized occupations, 
like military personnel and fire fighters. These potential applications have accelerated 
the research in this particular area. Relative studies include electromagnetic wave 
propagation through body channels [2], wearable antennas [3,4] and smart clothing 
[5], human body modelling [6], body-sensor networks [7] and medical implant 
systems [8]. In this thesis, studies are concentrated on wearable antenna designs and 
antenna performance investigations in the body-centric environment. 
As radio wave transmitting and receiving devices, antennas establish the interface 
between person and device or person and person. Therefore antennas will in the future 
play a central part for wireless wearable applications. Compared with conventional 
antennas which are used in electronic devices, such as cell phones, laptop antennas, 
wearable antennas encounter a more complicated near-body environment. From this 
particular environment has emerged the demand for antenna flexibility, which 
requires the antenna to have compact dimensions, light weight and a flexible 
Structure. 
Traditional antennas made of a combination of metal patches and insulators tend to be 
rigid and relatively non-flexible, therefore these antennas would be disadvantageous 
in some particular wearable applications, like sports or military. The idea of utilizing 
textile materials on antenna design was then encouraged. Smart clothes as a new 
wearable antenna concept were introduced in [5], and studies [9,10] on the 
electromagnetic properties of materials have found that both dielectric and conducting 
textiles are existing to fulfil the requirement of integration with antenna systems. In 
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the future, the complete flexible body-worn antenna system may possibly be found in 
our everyday living environment. 
1.2 Wearable Antennas Critical Design Issues 
Unlike antennas embedded in portable devices, wearable antennas are aimed to work 
in the complicated body-centric environment. The factors under this environment that 
might cause significant influence on antenna performance can be summarized as 
following: 
" Interactions between the antenna and the body. The human body can have a 
strong reaction to the wave propagating around because of the electromagnetic 
properties of its complicated tissues. This might cause a huge detuning of 
antenna resonance over a large frequency range. On the other hand, the 
radiation of the antenna towards the body can result in serious health problems 
for human beings. 
" Uneven body surface and movement These factors might deform the antenna 
structure if the antenna is made out of clothing materials. 
" Weather conditions. Antennas have the risk of getting wet under bad weather 
conditions, like rain or snow. Also, strong wind might damage the antenna if it 
is not firm enough. 
" Other electronic devices. Other electronic devices especially wireless elements 
can cause coupling problems to the antenna and result in a serious efficiency 
reduction. 
41 Limited space and limited carrying ability. These will restrict the requirements 
on antenna material and geometry. 
According to the above problems, beside the general requirements for antenna design, 
there are several additional requirements for wearable antennas design that have to be 
fulfilled for body-centric applications, in terms of both physical size and radiation 
characteristics in the proximity of the human body. These include: 
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" Compact size and light weight in order to be comfortable to wear. 
" Low cost. 
" Considerable flexibility and stability. The antenna is desirable to have certain 
resistance to bending, stretching and creasing. 
" Hidden or water proofing. To avoid unnecessary damage or bad weather 
conditions, the antenna needs to be hidden or made of water proofing 
materials. 
" Capable of providing certain radiation shielding to the body. The international 
standard of Specific Absorption Ratio must be satisfied for the purpose of safe 
communication on body. 
1.3 Project Specification 
This project aims to study and design suitable antennas for of body applications. A 
literature review has covered the most recent development in this area. From the 
earliest stage where conventional antennas, like monopoles, the loop, patch and patch 
arrays were tested in the on body environment [11] to the most recent watch-type chip 
antenna [12], the area has attracted more and more attention on both research and 
commercial applications. 
According to body centric antenna applications, studies can be summarised into 
10MHz body surface communications [13], FM radio reception and TV applications 
[14,15], mobile communications [16-18], WLAN applications [19,20] and Ultra 
Wide Band applications [21,22]. 
In this study, we mainly characterize the wearable antenna system with respect to two 
conventional wireless communication systems as, cellular mobile systems (PCS, 
GSM and UMTS) and wireless local area networks (WLAN). 
The studies that have been done on wearable antennas so far can also be categorised 
by antenna types. These include wearable dipole antennas [14], microstrip antennas 
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[23], planar PIFA antennas [24] and monopole button antennas [25]. Apart from the 
button antenna which has a multilayer and metal based structure, the rest of the 
antennas have a common factor in their planar geometry, and most of them can be 
integrated into textile materials. However, these antennas all have some drawbacks 
which can not meet the particular requirements we mentioned in the previous section. 
For example, microstrip antennas have the major disadvantages of low efficiency, 
narrow bandwidth, and are difficult to design for efficient multi-resonance operation. 
Some other types of antennas might not have a planar structure. Therefore, it is 
necessary and important to find a proper type of antenna to solve these problems. 
In this research, we try to find a solution of antenna design which can satisfy as many 
of the requirements in section 1.2 as possible. First of all, textile and leather materials 
are preferred as they can be easily found in our daily clothing and accessories. Also 
these materials are flexible and comfortable in being worn. Once the electromagnetic 
properties of the materials are defined, there is great possibility of integrating these 
materials into antenna design and fabrication. Secondly, a planar structure is chosen in 
this study as it can be easily attached to a piece of clothing. Moreover, dual- and 
multi-band operation is one of the main design objectives in this study as these tend to 
be the trend of future antenna developments. New antenna designs will be proposed in 
this thesis. These antennas are made out of textile and leather materials. They are low 
profile, planar in geometry, and most importantly, they are capable of providing 
multi-band operation with wide bandwidth. 
In order to reduce the interaction between the antenna and the human body, we 
present a new solution of placing an EBG array as a high impedance ground plane of 
the proposed antenna. The High Impedance Surface (HIS) can provide a perfect 
shielding layer for the body, and reduce the radiation toward the body. Furthermore, 
the HIS has been proved to be able to reduce the detuning of the antenna when 
placing it near the body without serious bandwidth reduction, and also to increase 
antenna gain and reduce mutual coupling from other devices. 
In the end, unlike most previous studies which were only concentrated on antenna 
design and materials evaluation, this study carries out a series of experiments which 
can represent the body-centric environment. These include bending, washing, 
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wearing, coupling and SAR investigations. Antenna and HIS performance under a 
body worn environment is tested and discussed in this thesis. 
The numerical design and analysis of the proposed antenna is performed using CST 
Microwave Studio, which utilises the Finite Integral Technique that applies the 
integral form of Maxwell's equation integrated over time. And most of the 
experiments are carried out in the University of Sheffield Antenna and Radar 
Communications Lab. 
1.4 Thesis outline 
As described previously, this thesis is about to give overviews of work in the research 
of wearable antennas for on body communications. In chapter 2, theoretical 
background on both antennas and EBGs are introduced based on the relative research 
background conceptions. Important parameters which are related to this study will be 
discussed, as well as the principles of the software and hardware methodology. 
Because in this research, textile and leather are mainly concerned as the materials for 
antenna and EBG design. Thus it is important to find out the electromagnetic 
properties of the selected materials. Chapter 3 provides . the basic knowledge of 
materials evaluation. Some basic parameters will be defined and the dielectric 
properties of a few textile and leather materials will be characterized. The conducting 
materials selection and the process of the material properties measurement will also 
be discussed. 
Chapter 4 concentrates on the design of dual-band and multi-band wearable antennas 
for WLAN and GSM/UMTS applications. Fabric and leather materials are both used 
for WLAN antenna design, and the antenna performances are compared. Several 
novel designs will be introduced, as well as the design procedure and result analysis. 
Chapter 5 presents the solution of introducing the EBG structure as a high impedance 
surface (HIS) ground plane for the antenna. It gives a brief idea of the EBG designing 
procedure, and the integration of the antenna with the EBG. The antenna performance 
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with the HIS is investigated in this chapter. And a conventional microstrip patch 
antenna is discussed in order to make a comparison with the HIS grounded antenna. 
Chapter 6 deals with the body-centric environment experiments of the proposed 
antennas. Several situations which were tested in this research are presented. These 
include bending, washing, wearing, and coupling and SAR issues. Simulation and 
measurement results are discussed to give a brief idea for future on-body applications. 
Chapter 7 summarizes this thesis briefly, and presents a few of challenges for the 
future study of this research area. 
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Chapter 2 Theoretical background and 
Methodology 
2.1 Introduction 
Antennas have been developed so far can be classified into several types according to 
their materials or structures, like wire antennas, aperture antennas, microstrip antennas 
and array antennas, etc. The strip line structure is one of the most commonly used 
structures for antenna design. Its "planar" configuration makes the structure suitable 
as a circuit element in multiple electromagnetic applications. Especially for wearable 
application, planar strip line feed can simplify the antenna structure, and make the 
integration of antenna with clothing easier. Therefore, strip line feed antennas are 
chosen as the antenna design objective in this project. The basic theory of two typical 
strip line fed antennas, microstrip antenna and coplanar waveguide antenna will be 
introduced in this chapter. 
The main antenna parameters, such as scattering parameters, input impedance, 
antenna gain, efficiency, and radiation patterns will then be introduced in this chapter. 
Examples and results will also be given to assist the analysis of the antenna 
performance. 
Electromagnetic Band Gap (EBG) structures are generally defined in our research 
context as artificial dielectric structures that possess high impedance for 
electromagnetic waves at particular bands. The structure can be used as high 
impedance ground plane for low profile antennas as they have two important 
characteristics: in-phase reflection of an incident plane wave and surface EM wave 
suppression. These two properties of EBGs can solve some problems that occur in 
normal antennas and optimize antenna performance, therefore it leads to a wide range 
of applications in antenna design. According to this research, the EBG structure is 
investigated for the purpose of reducing the antenna backward radiation towards the 
human body, increasing antenna directivity and gain, and enhancing the antenna 
performance in the vicinity of the body. In this chapter, the conception of EBG will be 
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introduced as well as the design procedure. And the two main characteristics of EBGs 
with example descriptions will be discussed. 
Following that, the sole commercial software tool used in this research, CST 
Microwave Studio, will be reviewed. The theory behind the software package so 
called finite integration technique will be briefly discussed. 
Finally a full description of the measurement methods and techniques used to 
characterise antenna and EBG performance will be presented. 
2.2 Strip Line Antennas 
Planar antenna structures are favoured in this research since they can easily be 
integrated into clothing. Several transmission line structures can satisfy the 
requirement of being planar, like microstrip, slot line, coplanar waveguide and 
coplanar strips. Among these, the most commonly used structures in antenna 
applications are microstrip and coplanar waveguide antennas. Moreover, these two 
structures are both simple in design and fabrication. Therefore, the microstrip and 
coplanar waveguide structures are mostly concerned for antennas designed in this 
study. 
2.2.1 Microstrip Antenna 
The microstrip antenna is a typical low-profile antenna first introduced in 1950s by 
Deschamps [1]. The acceleration of its development started to take place since the 
1970's since the availability of satisfactory substrates with ideal mechanical and 
electrical qualities as well as a reasonable loss tangent. It became then more and more 
popular in mobile radio and wireless communications. Microstrip antennas are 
normally simple and inexpensive to manufacture, and when the particular shape and 
mode are selected, they are very adaptable in terms of resonant frequency, 
polarization, pattern, and impedance. Major operational disadvantages of microstrip 
antennas are their low efficiency, low power, poor polarization purity and very narrow 
frequency bandwidth [2]. 
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A transmission line model of microstrip antenna is shown in Figure 2.1. The structure 
is based on a metallic patch along with a strip line etching on one side of a suitable 
substrate, and a ground plane on the other side. Typical electric and magnetic field 
lines of this model are demonstrated in Figure 2.2. 
brouna plane 
Figure 2.1 A rectangular microstrip antenna 
Microstrip line 
EH 
eJ 
substrate 
Ground plane 
Figure 2.2 Electric and magnetic field lines at microstrip line edge 
Most microstrip antennas can be treated as dielectric-loaded cavities with electric 
conducting walls on the top (patch) and bottom (ground). The dielectric height h is 
normally far far smaller than the cavity length and width (h«W«L). So that the 
fringing waves at the four edges of the patch will form the main radiation, and the 
pattern maximum is normal to the patch. With the dielectric substrate presence, the 
effective length and width of the patch needs to take into account of the dielectric 
constant of the substrate. By adjusting the size of the patch, the dominant mode of the 
cavity can be decided, and further more the antenna resonant frequency can be 
defined. The microstrip line width Wo, which is related to the height (h) and the 
permittivity (c, ) of the substrate, is used to define the characteristic impedance of the 
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strip line, and it is very important in microstrip antenna design to determine the input 
impedance matching of the antenna. 
Microstrip antenna has the advantages of being easy to design and analyze. It is 
preferred in wearable antenna design as the big ground plane provides good shielding 
between the antenna and the body. Therefore the interaction between these two can be 
reduced to a minimum. However, there are some drawbacks about microstrip 
antennas, like very low radiation efficiency and narrow bandwidth, which are caused 
by the structure itself. Therefore, another planar geometry antenna, the coplanar 
waveguide antenna is paid more attention in this study. 
2.2.2 Coplanar Waveguide Antenna 
Coplanar Waveguide (CPW) was proposed by Wen [3] in 1969. A typical coplanar 
waveguide structure consists of a centre strip line with two ground planes formed 
parallel to and in the plane of the strip, which is normally on the same surface of the 
dielectric substrate. Due to their advantages of wide bandwidth, high radiation 
efficiency, compact size, simple structure, easy integration with system circuit, 
coplanar waveguide fed antennas have attracted a lot of attentions in wireless 
communications. 
A typical configuration of coplanar waveguide is shown in Figure 2.3. The 
approximation of the electric and magnetic field configurations of the structure are 
shown in Figure 2.4. 
Ground 
/rýs 
LnP/ýw / Ground 
Fine 
!Z 
1 
Figure 23 Coplanar Waveguide (CPW) geometry 
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Electric field lines ---- Magnetic field lines 
Figure 2.4 Electric and Magnetic field distributions in CPW 
The CPW antenna has a structure similar to a microstrip antenna while the field 
distributions within it are more like those of a dipole antenna. As the centre strip 
carries the signal and both side planes are grounded, much less field goes into the 
substrate compared with microstrip structure. And unlike the microstrip antenna 
which has most radiations towards only one side of the antenna surface, the CPW 
antenna presents a dipole like radiation patterns which travel in the direction normal 
to the patch and along both side of the antenna. Gupta carried out the detailed 
analyses of coplanar lines in [4]. 
CPW antennas have achieved great success in a lot of applications, examples like 
double-layered coplanar patch antenna studied in [5], the compact size CPW-fed 
monopole antenna [6] designed for wireless application, and some CPW-fed UWB 
antennas presented in [7] and [8]. A simple example of CPW antenna geometry is 
shown in Figure 2.5. 
Figure 2.5 A CPW antenna example 
ýIi 
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2.3 Antenna Parameters 
For a general antenna, there are many parameters which are used to analyse the 
antenna performance, such as radiation pattern, input impedance, gain, antenna 
efficiency, etc. The importance of each parameter is very dependant on the antenna 
application. In this section, conceptions of some important antenna parameters which 
are related to this project will be introduced. 
2.3.1 S parameters 
Scattering Parameters, or s-parameters, are the reflection and transmission coefficients 
between the incident and reflection waves. They are normally functions of frequency. 
They describe completely the behaviour of an antenna under linear conditions at 
microwave frequency range [9]. Each parameter is typically characterized by 
magnitude, decibel and phase. The expression in decibels is 20log (Si) because s- 
parameters are voltage ratios of the waves. 
In this project, the input reflection coefficient S11 is mostly concerned as being the 
return loss of the antenna. It is a measure of the amount of power reflected by the 
antenna toward the generator. A low reflected value suggests a good matching at a 
specific frequency. The return loss S» of an antenna can be regarded as a measure of 
the ratio between the power reflected back from the antenna feeding point to that fed 
to the antenna at a particular frequency or band of frequencies. 
s v, st port! =r=z, , -zo (2-1) S, _ Vmward, port, z,, +zo 
Where IF is the reflection coefficient 
Z;,, p, t= antenna input impedance 
Zo= characteristic impedance (typically=5052). 
The return loss in dB is calculated from: 
return loss (dB) = -IOlogr2 = -20logr (2-2) 
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A typical return loss S1i in decibel for a CPW fed patch antenna obtained by using 
software CST Microwave Studio is shown in Figure 2.6. Theoretically, if the entire 
power is reflected back, S11 will be OdB. While if the power is completely absorbed 
and radiated by the antenna, the value will be -oodB. A low return loss value 
corresponds to a good matching at a particular frequency. Frequency bands where the 
S11 is lower than -IOdB are considered as the useful band in this study, which 
indicates a 10% power reflection, and the minimum dB value point is defined as the 
centre resonant frequency. 
111 
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Figure 2.6 Return loss (S») for a 2.45GHz CPW fed patch antenna 
For a two port device, the forward transmission coefficient S21 is the resulting signals 
on the output, from signals applied to port 1. It denotes the ratio of the output of port 2 
to the incident wave at port 1. It is defined as the transmitted voltage divided by the 
incident voltage. 
S21(dB) =y tma 2= 20 1ogi (2-3) 
Where c =magnitude of the transmission coefficient 
In this study, the forward transmission coefficient S21 is of interest in material 
dielectric constant measurement and EBG characteristics examination, which will be 
discussed later in chapter 3 and chapter 5 respectively. 
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2.3.2 Input Impedance 
One of the important parameters to describe the performance of an antenna is based 
on impedances, which represents the antenna as a circuit or network. The input 
impedance, measured in ohms, is a complex number, and is the load impedance that 
the antenna presents to a connecting transmission line [10]. 
The ability of an antenna to accept power from a source is determined by the input 
impedance the antenna presents. For maximum power transfer, the input impedance 
should exactly match the output impedance of the source. The input impedance of an 
antenna is generally a function of frequency. Thus the antenna will be matched to the 
interconnecting transmission line and other associated equipment only within a 
bandwidth. On the other hand, over a broad bandwidth, the complex input impedance 
of an antenna will differ greatly from 50 Ohm. In addition, the input impedance of the 
antenna depends on many factors including the antenna geometry, its method of 
excitation, and its proximity to surrounding objects. 
For a transmission line antenna, the impedance mismatch can be determined by the 
amount of power reflected at the port of the antenna. It is related to the reflection 
coefficient at the input of the antenna as 
2 
P ,,, I z,, u, + zc I2 
where Z,,, ., 
is the antenna's complex input impedance and ZZ is the characteristic 
impedance of the transmission line [11]. 
2.3.3 Gain 
Antenna gain is a measure of the directive property of the antenna, as well as how 
efficiently it transforms available input power into radiated power as compared to a 
theoretical antenna element [12]. It is usually measured in units of dBi (decibels as 
referenced to an isotropic antenna element) or dBd (decibels as referenced to a dipole 
antenna element, where 0 dBd = 2.1 dBi). 
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In most case, we deal with relative gain, which is the ratio of the power gain in a 
given direction to the power gain of a reference antenna in its referenced direction. 
The reference antenna is usually a dipole, horn, or any other antenna whose gain is 
known. In this study, the power gain is only taken in the direction of maximum 
radiation direction. 
Antenna gain usually can be measured in free-space ranges. There are two basic 
methods: absolute-gain and gain-comparison measurements. The absolute-gain 
method requires particular measurement setup, therefore is not employed in this 
project. Gain-comparison methods [2] need to be used in combination with standard 
gain antennas to determine the absolute gain of the antenna under test. The two 
antennas that are most widely used and accepted as gain standards are the resonant 
half wavelength dipole (with a gain of about 2.1 dB) and the pyramidal horn antenna 
(with a gain ranging from 12-25dBi). The simple procedure requires two sets of 
measurements. In one set, the antenna under test is used as the receiving antenna, the 
received power in the maximum radiation direction (Pr) is recorded. In the other set, 
the test antenna is replaced by the standard gain antenna and the maximum received 
power (PS) into a matched load is recorded. In both sets, the geometrical arrangement 
is maintained intact, and the input power is maintained the same. For free-space 
ranges, the gain can be calculated with: 
(G) as = (G5)ae +101oglo(P) (2-5) PS 
The reference antenna which was used for the gain measurement in this project is the 
double-ridged waveguide horn antenna HF 906 with a gain ranging from 7dBi to 
14dBi. 
2.3.4 Antenna Efficiency 
Antenna efficiency is a parameter which describes how efficient the power sending to 
an antenna is radiated. The total antenna efficiency is usually taken into account 
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losses at the input terminals and within the structure of the antenna. Such losses may 
be include 
" reflection loss caused by the mismatch between the transmission line and the 
antenna 
" conduction and dielectric losses 
In general, the overall efficiency can be written as [2] 
e=e, ed =ed (1-1r12) (2-6) 
where er=reflection (mismatch) efficiency= (1-In 2 ), 
r= the reflection coefficient at the input terminal of the antenna, 
e, ee e antenna radiation efficiency (conduction efficiency and dielectric 
efficiency). The radiation efficiency is defined as the ratio of the total power radiated 
by the antenna to the total power accepted by the antenna at its input terminals during 
radiation. Impedance mismatch does not contribute to the radiation efficiency. 
During the antenna efficiency measurement, the reflection efficiency can be directly 
calculated from the return loss (S11) value at the particular frequency. The radiation 
efficiency is normally related to the gain and directivity of the antenna. It can be 
calculated, using the direction of maximum radiation as reference, as 
Radiation efficiency = 
gain (2-7) 
directivity 
2.3.5 Radiation Pattern 
Radiation pattern is a mathematical function or a graphical representation of the 
radiation properties of the antenna as a function of space coordinates [2]. The space 
surrounding an antenna is usually subdivided into three regions: (a) reactive near- 
field, (b) radiating near-field and (c) far-field region. In most cases, the radiation 
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pattern is concerned in the far-field region where the angular field distribution of an 
antenna is essentially independent of the distance from the antenna. If the antenna has 
a maximum overall dimension D, the far-field region is commonly taken to exist at 
distances greater than 2D2 /'% from the antenna, A being the wavelength. 
Y 
IM 
Figure 2.7 3D and 2D far-field plots for a CPW fed patch antenna 
The radiation pattern is three-dimensional, but it is difficult to display the 3D 
radiation pattern in a meaningful manner. Therefore, antenna radiation patterns are 
usually taken at one frequency, one polarization, and one plane cut. Generally, for a 
linearly polarized antenna, the radiation pattern is often described in terms of its 
principal E- and H-plane patterns. The E-plane is defined as "the plane containing the 
electric-field vector and the direction of maximum radiation, " and the H-plane as "the 
plane containing the magnetic-field vector and the direction of maximum radiation. " 
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Figure 2.7 shows an example of the simulated three dimensional patterns and the 2D 
cuts of the E and H principle planes for a simple coplanar fed antenna (Figure 2.5). 
The coordinate system that the antenna orients is also shown as a reference. The in- 
between blue line in the 2D cuts represents the position of the maximum direction of 
the radiated power. And the neighbouring two lines give the half power (-3dB) beam 
position. 
Information carried within the radiation patterns that are concerned in this study are 
directivity, gain and front-to-back ratios. Antenna gain has been introduced in 
previous section. The directivity is a measure of how strongly the antenna pattern is 
focused in the particular direction of its maximum reception sensitivity compared to 
other directions. It is defined as the ratio of the radiation intensity in the peak intensity 
direction to the averaged radiation intensity in all other directions [2]. The front-to- 
back ratio refers to the gain in a specified direction, usually the maximum gain, 
compared to the gain in a direction of 180° from the maximum. A front-to-back ratio 
is usually expressed in dB. Specify to on body communications in this research, as we 
require the antenna has a strong radiation in some directions away from the body 
while a weak radiation towards the body, therefore a great antenna front-to-back ratio 
is preferred. 
2.4 EBG 
Electromagnetic band gap (EBG) structures have attracted much attention recently as 
such materials can offer distinct properties in controlling the propagation of 
electromagnetic waves. 
One of the particular applications is to use an EBG structure as a high impedance 
ground plane for a low-profile antenna to improve antenna radiating properties [13], 
and by aligning the resonant frequency of the antenna with the band gap of the EBG 
surface it is possible to improve antenna performance and reduce surface waves 
within the substrate. There are two major advantages of an EBG structure: 
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" In-phase reflection in a certain band of frequencies. This feature enables the EBG 
surfaces behave like a perfect magnetic conductors (PMC) [13]. On the contrast 
of a perfect electric conductor (PEC) which generates an 180° reflection phase for 
a normally incident plane wave, the perfect magnetic conductor (PMC) has a 
reflection phase of 0°. This in-phase reflection enables efficient radiation for 
antennas placed close to the EBG ground [14]. 
" Surface wave suppression. By forbidding the propagation of surface EM waves in 
certain frequency bands, EBGs can be used to block the propagation of waves and 
guide them in a desired direction [151. This feature helps to improve antenna's 
performance such as increasing the antenna gain and reducing back radiation [16]. 
EBG structure also has the advantage of suppressing the higher-order harmonic waves 
when work with microstrip antennas. For the purpose of wearable communication 
which is related to this project, an EBG structure is desirable to reduce the radiating 
power towards the body, and also, with the guide of the EBG, wave propagation can 
be enhanced in the desired direction, as well as the antenna gain and directivity. 
2.4.1 Overview of EBG 
EBG structures are normally periodical cells composed of metallic or dielectric 
elements. A mushroom-like EBG structure was firstly introduced by Sievenpiper [13]. 
As shown in Figure 2.8, the structure is composed of ground plane, metallic patches, 
dielectric substrate and connecting vias. 
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patches substrate 
h=s, 
Ground plane 1as 
Figure 2.8 A mushroom-like EBG structure and side view 
The operation mechanism of this EBG structure can be explained by an LC filter array 
or a parallel resonant circuit as shown in Figure 2.9: the inductor L results from the 
flowing current through adjacent cells, and the capacitor C comes from the fringing 
capacitance between neighboring co-planar metal plates. 
+C 
c 
L 
L 
Figure 2.9 LC model of a mushroom-like EBG structure 
For an EBG structure with patch width W, gap width g, substrate thickness h and 
dielectric constant s, , as shown in Figure 2.8, the values of the 
inductor and the 
capacitor are determined by the following formula [17]: 
C= 
W(Eo +Er) 
cosh-'( 
2W +g) (2-8) 
zt g 
L= µh (2-9) 
And the resonant frequency coo expressed with following equation is obtained: 
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Wo = ic 
(2-10) 
From the above expression, the frequency band gap width can be approximately 
predicted as 
Bw = 
°° 
=! 
A 
(2-11) 
where t= the free space impedance = 120 n 
A variety of different EBG structures have been proposed and investigated in recent 
years. In the earlier stages, the EBG structures proposed were fabricated through 
drilling holes with periodic patterns in the substrate [18] or adopting a square lattice 
of metallic patches shorted to the ground plane through vias, which is sometimes 
called a mushroom-like structure [13]. After the patch-via-ground plane structure, 
some up-to-date designs that are more effective and complicated, such as Uniplanar 
Compact EBG substrate (UC-EBGs) [19] have attracted notification. Later inter- 
embedded artificial magnetic conductor (IE-AMC) was presented in [20]. The novel 
design of IE-AMC structure was claimed to offer a 70% size reduction compared to 
conventional Sievenpiper AMC structure. 
Mushroom like EBGs and similar structures can be considered as frequency selective 
surfaces (FSS) positioned on the interface of a thin layer of a metal backed dielectric 
slab with vias. In practice, grounding vias complicate the fabrication of AMC surfaces, 
particularly at upper microwave and millimetre-wave frequencies. In order to simplify 
the fabrication, several research groups have worked on implementing AMC surfaces 
without vias in a completely planar configuration. These structures are essentially 
periodic frequency selective surfaces (FSS) [21]. FSS can effectively suppress surface 
waves over a certain frequency range and it has the favourable reflection phase 
properties when it is grounded by a metal plane. Therefore this kind of structure could 
be used in many of the same applications as the EBGs, and it is commonly referred as 
high-impedance surface. 
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The design of an HIS is mainly based on the lattice resonance of the structure. For a 
simple square patch structure like Figure 2.8 but without vias presence, the resonance 
can be obtained by 
1_1 
too 
LC 
(2-12) 
WZ 
EoE. h' 
(NoN. hý 
In this project, a concentric square HIS structure is adopted to achieve a dual- 
resonance application. The design procedure will be described in Chapter 5. Although 
this kind of structure is not the best effective in bandwidth, but it has some advantages 
such as compactness, simplicity, easy fabrication and effective band gap for surface- 
wave propagation, which is useful to improve the radiating pattern of an antenna [14], 
[22]. In addition, its straightforward of arrangement in antenna substrate is also 
included in consideration. 
2.4.2 Reflection Phase characteristic of EBG 
In general, an EBG structure can be seen as a high impedance plane. Contrast to a 
smooth conducting sheet which has very low surface impedance, the periodical 
geometry surface of EBG can have high surface impedance in a particular frequency 
range, while low impedance at other frequencies. In the frequency range where the 
surface impedance is very high, the tangential magnetic field is small, even with a 
large electric field. Under ideal conditions, this high impedance plane can behave like 
a "perfect magnetic conductor". While in reality, such a structure is commonly used 
as an "Artificial Magnetic Conductor (AMC)". 
Because of this unusual performance that the AMC can offer, the high impedance 
surface can perform as a new type of ground plane for low-profile antennas. It is 
known that when a radiating element is placed parallel and close to a conducting 
plane, it will suffer a dramatic reduction in radiation resistance due to cancellation 
from image currents [231. Thus when an antenna is put close to a metal sheet, if the 
distance is smaller than a quarter wavelength, the phase of the impinging wave is 
reversed upon reflection, resulting in destructive interference with the wave 
propagated in the other direction, and in further lead to a very poor antenna radiation 
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efficiency. While for the high impedance ground plane, all of the power is reflected 
in-phase, rather than destructive interference, the direction of the image currents 
results in constructive, allowing the antenna to be directly adjacent to the surface and 
radiate efficiently. 
Destructive 
interference 
Wave 1 Wave 2- 
Antenna 
Electric 
conductor phase shift 
(a) 
Constructive 
interference 
wave 1I wave 2 
Anten $ 
High Impedance no phase shift 
plans 
(b) 
Figure 2.10 (a) An antenna on a metal ground plane (b) An antenna on a high 
impedance plane 1171 
In practice, the reflection phase of an EBG surface varies continuously from +180°to 
-180° relative to the frequency. For one resonant mode, the reflection phase crosses 
zero at just on the desired frequency. The useful bandwidth of an EBG is generally 
defined as from +90° to -90° on either side of the central frequency, where at these 
frequencies, the magnitude of the surface impedance of the EBG will be greater than 
the impedance of free space. 
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Figure 2.11 A 2.45GHz EBG unit cell model and reflection phase diagram 
The reflection phase of an EBG plane can be modelled by using the phase difference 
between an incident wave illuminating the structure and the reflected wave at a 
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certain position above the surface. A unit cell model with periodic boundary 
conditions at the side walls of the cell is simulated to model an infinite structure [24]. 
A reflection phase model for a simple EBG unit cell set up in the software CST 
Microwave Studio environment is shown in Figure 2.11. A plane wave is launched in 
the direction normal to the surface and a field probe is located at a particular distance 
dependent on the wavelength of the cell to detect the reflected signal in magnitude 
and phase. The same setup for a PEC surface with equal dimensions is used as a 
reference plane to compare the reflection signal. The reflected phase of the EBG 
surface is calculated by adding an 180° shift to the reference phase of the PEC. The 
evaluated reflection phase diagram of the structure is plotted in Figure 2.11 as well. 
The zero degree phase reflection for the structure occurs at 2.45GHz. And -90° to 90° 
phase response indicates the structure has a reflection phase band gap of 2.3GHz- 
2.6GHz. 
2.4.3 EM Wave Suppression 
Another important feature of an EBG plane is that the structure can forbid the 
propagation of electromagnetic waves in certain frequency bands, and furthermore to 
guide them in a desired direction. Typical EM wave propagation that can cause a 
serious problem for microstrip antennas are surface waves. Surface waves occur on 
the interface between two different materials, such as air and metal. They are confined 
to the interface, and attenuate exponentially into the materials surrounding the 
interface. The fields related to surface waves can extend thousand times of the 
wavelengths at specific radio frequencies into the surrounding space, and these fields 
are frequently depicted as surface currents [13]. Surface waves exist because of the 
finite size of antennas in reality. Surface waves reduce antenna efficiency and gain, 
limit bandwidth, increase cross-polarization levels, and limit the applicable frequency 
range of microstrip antennas. One of the solutions is to introduce a high impedance 
ground plane. These planes can provide a forbidden frequency range (stop band or 
band gap) corresponding to the antenna's operating frequency. Because the surface 
wave cannot propagate along the high impedance surface, an increased amount of 
radiated power couples to the space wave. Antenna ground planes that use EBG 
surfaces have good radiation patterns without unwanted ripples based on suppressing 
the surface wave propagation within the band gap frequency range. Another 
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advantage of EBG surface on EM wave suppression is to reduce mutual coupling 
between two patch antennas. Study [25] has shown that by applying electromagnetic 
band-gap structure with appropriate size and position, the mutual coupling of patch 
antennas on thick and high dielectric constant substrate can be notably reduced. 
EM wave suppression can be measured by several techniques. One of the commonly 
used methods is the transmission line method [241. A suspended strip line with a port 
on either side is placed over the EBG ground plane. The S21 can be calculated by 
using one port as an exciting source and the other as a matched load. Theoretically, 
the EM wave transmission within the band gap of the EBG should be blocked. Thus 
the reduction of S21 at certain band of frequencies can indicate the EM wave 
suppression band gap of the EBG. 
Figure 2.12 suspended strip line over EBG ground plane 
2.5 Software Environment 
In this project, simulation work plays an essential role regarding the evaluation at the 
design of antennas and EBGs. The computer software used for simulation is CST 
Microwave Studio®, which is the product of CST-Computer Simulation Technology. 
CST Microwave Studio is a general-purpose electromagnetic software package 
based on the Finite Integration Technique (FIT). This numerical method provides a 
universal spatial discretization scheme, applicable to various electromagnetic 
problems, ranging from static field calculations to high frequency applications in time 
or frequency domain. In the following section the main aspects of this procedure will 
be briefly explained and afterwards extended to a review of CST Microwave Studio. 
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2.5.1 Finite Integration Technique 
Finite Integration Technique was first proposed by Weiland in 1977 [26]. Unlike most 
numerical methods, FIT discretizes the following integral form of Maxwell's 
equations, rather than the differential one: 
Faraday's Law: (fE " d; =-JB"dA 
MA 
Ampere's Law: jH " d; =J (M + J) "d 
;i 
ä1 A 
Gauss's Law for electricity: 
fD 
"dA=fp" dV 
av v 
Gauss's Law for magnetism: f-B "dA=0 
av 
(2-13) 
E [Y/ml =electric field vector; B [Wb/m2j =magnetic f ux density vector; 
H [Alm] =magnetic field vector; D [C/m2] =electric flux density vector; 
J[A/m2J = displacement current density; p[C/m2J =volume charge density. 
In order to solve these equations numerically, the first step of the FI-method consists 
in the restriction of the electromagnetic field problem, in which usually a finite 
calculation domain is defined, enclosing the considered space region of interest. The 
next step consists in the decomposition of the computational domain into a (locally) 
finite number of simplicial cells A. such as tetra- or hexahedra under the premise that 
all cells have to fit exactly to each other. This decomposition yields the finite 
simplicial cells complex G, which serves as computational grid [27]. The whole 
decomposition procedure is shown in Figure 2.13. These grid cells are referred as 
mesh system in the software environment. 
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Figure 2.13 Decomposition of the computational domain in FIT 1281 
The spatial discretization of Maxwell's equations is finally performed on these two 
orthogonal grid systems. Referring to the above picture, the electric grid voltages e 
and magnetic facet fluxes b are allocated on the primary grid G and the dielectric 
facet fluxes d as well as the magnetic grid voltages h on the dual grid G [29]. 
Now Maxwell's equations are formulated for each of the cell facets separately. After 
the definition of the grid cell complex G, the further introduction of the Fl-theory can 
be restricted to a single cell volume A.. Applying Faraday's law to the front facet in 
Figure 3.2, it can be rewritten as 
e, +e, -ek -e, =- at 
By repeating this procedure for all available cell facets, the calculation rule can be 
summarized in a matrix formulation, introducing the topological matrix C as the 
discrete equivalent of the analytical curl operator: 
e, 
eý [1... 
1 -1 -1 =- b 
L2-15) 
er 
V 
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Applying this scheme to Ampere's law on the dual grid involves the definition of a 
corresponding discrete curl operator e . Similarly the discretization of the remaining 
divergence equations of Gauss's laws introduce discrete divergence operators S and 
9, belonging to the primary and dual grid respectively. Finally we can obtain the 
complete discretized set of the so-called Maxwell's Grid Equations (MGE's) [27]: 
d Ce=-d b, Ch=dtd+j, (2-16) 
Sd=q, Sb=O. 
Compared to the continuous form of Maxwell's equations, the similarity between both 
descriptions is obvious. Now all matrix equations are available to solve 
electromagnetic field problems on the discrete grid space. The process is repeated for 
all grid cells within the boundary until the desired accuracy is reached. 
As demonstrated, the FIT formulation is a very general method and therefore can be 
applied to wide frequency ranges, as well as diversiform structures (from common 
topology to complex geometries). Compared to other numerical techniques, the major 
advantage of the FI-method is that the computational complexity increases linearly 
with problem size, while other method, like Method of Moment (MoM), forms a 
dense matrix increasing exponentially with problem size. Wideband results, useful for 
most wireless systems, can be obtained within only one simulation with FIT. Compare 
to the Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) method, which only operates time 
domain calculation, FIT is able to support a frequency domain solver and an 
Eigenmode solver which are based on Maxwell's equations in the harmonic case [30]. 
There are also a few weaknesses of the FIT method. First, the entire computational 
domain needs to be meshed, and the mesh grids must be small enough to assure the 
calculation accuracy. These will result in a large computational load for some 
situations. Second, it is very difficult to generate proper mesh properties for very long 
or very thin structures. Finally, for some curved structure or at the edge of the 
structure, the grid needs to be stair-cased, this will cause unstable or inaccurate results 
for some sensitive devices. 
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2.5.2 CST Microwave Studio 
CST Microwave Studio® is a software tool for electromagnetic design and analysis in 
the frequency range of microwave engineering, and it has shown many advantages in 
high frequency electromagnetic design and modelling. It is distinctive on its windows- 
based operating interface and graphic feedback for the definition of device that is 
being developed. 
The program also combines a user-friendly interface with unsurpassed simulation 
performance. A key feature of CST Microwave Studio is the approach of using the 
simulator or mesh type that is best suited to a particular problem. The software 
contains three different simulation techniques (transient solver, frequency domain 
solver, eigenmode solver) to best fit their particular applications. 
The most flexible tool, transient solver, which is a time domain simulator, is also the 
mainly used solver in this research. It can obtain the entire broadband frequency 
behaviour of the simulated device from only one calculation run. It is remarkably 
efficient for the most kinds of high frequency applications. 
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Fig 2.14 S-parameter calculation by transient solver 1281 
The transient simulator permits a broadband calculation of S-parameters from one 
single calculation run by applying the Finite Integration Technique (FIT) method to 
time signals. The S-parameter calculation processed by the transient solver in CST is 
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shown in Figure 2.14. The calculation of the transient solver operates with time pulses, 
it can be easily transformed into the frequency domain by making use of a Fast 
Fourier Transformation (FFT) [28]. The S-parameters can then be derived from the 
resulting frequency domain spectra. This shows an obvious advantage of calculation 
in the time domain. CST Microwave Studio automatically calculates the appropriate 
excitation time pulse from the frequency range setting. The default Gaussian shaped 
pulse guarantees a smooth spectrum in the frequency domain, which allows a reliable 
calculation of the S-parameters [28]. 
According to the meshing weaknesses of the FIT, CST developed a few special 
meshing methods to enhance the calculating accuracy. They are the Perfect Boundary 
Approximation method (PBA), Thin Sheet Techniques (TST) and Multilevel Sub- 
gridding Scheme (MSS). These methods allow a better approximation of curved 
surfaces and finer field discretization within the mesh cells [30]. MSS is a useful 
function in this research when modelling human body in the simulation. By using the 
sub-gridding scheme, the body can be meshed into more refined grids than the 
surrounding free space. It has been found that the computational time can be much 
reduced by this method without affecting the entire accuracy. 
2.6 Measurement system 
Measurements that need to be carried out in this research can be classified into four 
catalogues: material evaluation, EBG evaluation, antenna performance measurement, 
and on-body environment test. Material evaluation is aimed of fording out the 
electromagnetic properties of the materials. A transmission/reflection waveguide 
method is used for the material measurement. The waveguide system as well as the 
measurement procedure will be introduced in Chapter 3. For on body environment 
testing, we mainly focus on the antenna performance with the presence of human 
body and the Specific Absorption Rate (SAR) values. These measurements need 
particular system setup, therefore the detailed description will be given in Chapter 6. 
In this section, the measurement setup for antenna performance evaluations will be 
introduced. 
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2.6.1 HP8720 Network Analyzer 
The HP8720 is a high performance vector network analyzer for laboratory 
measurement of reflection and transmission parameters. It is used to measure both the 
return loss and the radiation patterns of the antenna. HP8720 has a working frequency 
range of 50MHz up to 18GHz, which is enough for the applications in this study. 
With a precise calibration in advance, the network analyzer can supply both graphical 
feedback and data results within the frequency range setup. In terms of input 
matching, it provides straightforward impedance and SI I values of the tested antenna 
as a function of frequency. The network analyzer can also provide the S21 
measurement by using one of its ports as transmission and the other one as reflection. 
According to antenna radiation characteristic measurements, as a part of the system, 
the network analyzer is used as the source supplier for the testing antenna, as well as 
the data retrieve equipment for the radiating energy. The whole radiation 
measurement system including the anechoic chamber will be discussed in the 
following section. 
2.6.2 Indoor Anechoic Chamber 
Indoor anechoic chambers which have been developed as an alternative to outdoor 
testing are used to characterise antenna radiation performance. The enclosed 
measurement environment is accomplished to provide a controlled field environment, 
an all-weather capability, and security. By this method, the testing is performed inside 
a chamber having walls that are covered with RF absorber to minimize 
electromagnetic interference. 
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Figure 2.15 Indoor chamber setup for radiation pattern measurement 
Radiation characteristics of all the antennas in this study were measured in an 
electromagnetically anechoic chamber with fully automatic measurement software so 
called NSI 800F-10 far-field antenna measurement system. The entire system is 
divided into two parts: control room which is outside the chamber, and inside 
chamber. The Outside control room has most of the control equipment for easy 
operation. It consists of a network analyzer, an antenna range controller, a standard 
beam controller and a computer. Inside the chamber provides a quite zone for the 
measurement. The setup which is shown in Figure 2.15 includes a transmitting 
antenna, an azimuth turn table and the antenna mounting case. A linearly polarized 
standard gain horn antenna (working frequency range: 900MHz-18GHz) was 
employed as the transmitting antenna. Antennas under test were mounted on the turn 
table in the far-field range distance from the transmitter. During the measurement, the 
turn table is automatically controlled by the software to rotate through a full 360° and 
the received power level is recorded as a function of the rotating phase. Importantly, 
the location of the measured antenna should be aligned to the centre of the turn table, 
thus the tested results can be symmetrical. The measured data is recorded by the 
network analyzer as a function of frequency and azimuth angle. The data is then 
transferred to the computer and plotted as a 2D radiation patterns. The 2D plots are 
taken for Theta (0) and Phi ((p) cuts for vertical and horizontal polarisations in the 
azimuth plane in this study. 
2.7 Conclusion 
The two types of planar antennas which arc mainly used for antenna design in this 
study have been introduced in this chapter. Their simple and planar geometries make 
them suitable for wearable applications. The basic antenna theory and parameters that 
are important to the foundation of the research were also reviewed. Examples were 
given to assist understanding and analyzing the antenna performances. 
Electromagnetic Bandgap Structure plays an important role as it can bring a lot of 
advantages to the antenna it works with. The basic theory of EBGs was discussed in 
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this chapter, as well as its design procedure. The modelling and testing method to 
evaluate EBG performances were also introduced with examples. 
A brief introduction on the commercial software used for this research was presented 
in this chapter. The theoretical background of the software package was also 
discussed. And finally, the description of the measurement system was documented to 
provide general information on how the antenna performances were tested in the lab. 
This chapter generally gives the theoretical background and methodology on the 
subjects that are related to this research. The basic discussion will be helpful for 
understanding the further studies in the future chapters. 
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Chapter 3 Material Characterization 
3.1 Introduction 
Most existing wearable computers to date consist of bulky and rigid boxes and are 
portable rather than wearable. Some approaches have been made to integrate 
electronic components into clothing [1], but usually the textile itself just serves as a 
carrier of conventional electronics. Another approach is to use textiles for electrical 
functions such as transmission lines and sensors. Future wearable applications may 
require a full integration of the microwave circuits with our daily clothing. Thus to 
evaluate the electromagnetic properties of the textile materials and find out whether 
the textile materials can provide a smooth integration into RF circuits while 
preserving the typical properties of textiles is essential for textile antenna design and 
modelling. 
The electromagnetic property of a microwave material can be defined by the 
responses of the material to electromagnetic fields. Specify to antenna technology, 
electric conductive materials which are generally good electric conductors are 
compulsory for being as the radiating or grounding elements of the antenna. Dielectric 
materials as poor electricity conductors are commonly used as substrate materials of 
the antenna. Recent studies on microwave materials have demonstrated that a lot of 
textile materials of our daily clothing can satisfy the dielectric property requirements 
of an antenna substrate [2]. And the new technology has developed high quality 
conductive textiles woven from metallic fibres. 'Riese conducting textiles have a great 
opportunity to replace metals in some particular applications [3]. Therefore, once the 
electromagnetic properties of the material can be defined, to design and develop an 
antenna or circuits with entire textile materials is not an unreachable target. 
This chapter aims to provide basic knowledge of dielectric materials evaluation. Some 
basic parameters will be defined and the dielectric properties of a few textile and 
leather materials will be characterized. A waveguide method which was used for the 
dielectric material measurement will be explained in detail and followed by the results 
in terms of relative permittivity and loss tangent of the material. 
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Conductive materials as an important part will be introduced in the end of the chapter. 
A few high quality metal placed woven textile materials will be studied. Antennas 
made out of different conductive materials will be compared in terms of the return 
loss performance. 
As all the materials employed in this research are not magnetic materials, therefore 
the magnetic properties of the materials are not considered in the study. 
3.2 Dielectric Materials 
The critical element that enabled the realization of microstrip patch antennas is the 
innovations of the materials of substrates. The substrate has to consist of some 
dielectric material [4]. This specific material may influence the electrical properties of 
the antenna, transmission line as well as circuits. Thus, a suitable substrate must 
satisfy the mechanical and electrical requirements at the same time. 
A dielectric material is known as a poor electricity conductor, but a good medium of 
electrostatic current flow. When an electromagnetic wave travels through a dielectric, 
the velocity of the wave will be reduced and it will behave as if it had a shorter 
wavelength. 
The measure of how a substance concentrates the electrostatic lines of flux is defined 
as dielectric permittivity e [5]. c can be obtained from their measured complex 
relative permittivity, expressed as 
e=c - jE (3-1) 
where c' is the relative permittivity of the material and c" the out-of-phase loss 
factor associated with it such that 
c" = ale, a) (3-2) 
In this expression, a is the total conductivity of the material, co is the permittivity of 
free space and m the angular frequency of the field. The SI unit of conductivity is 
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siemens per meter (S/m) which presumes that in the above expression c0 is expressed 
in farads per meter (F/m) and w in radians per second. The dielectric properties are 
determined as c' and c" values, or relative permittivity and loss tangent which is 
relevant to both s' and e", as a function of frequency. 
3.2.1 Permittivity 
Permittivity is the real part of the dielectric constant The permittivity of a medium 
can be looked as the quality of a material that allows it to store electrical charge. For 
two flat plates those are filled with a dielectric material, the permittivity of the 
material can be written into: 
C=C, C0 =Q EA 
Where c permittivity of medium, Fm-' 
c, =relative permittivity of medium = c/eo (dimensionless) 
Q=the charge that is uniformly distributed between the plates, C 
E=-electric field, Vni 1 
A=plate area, m2 
(3-3) 
Therefore, a given mount of material with high permittivity can store more charges 
than a material with lower permittivity. A high permittivity tends to reduce any 
electric field present. The capacitance C between the plates is given by 
C. cA _ 
EºEoA (3-4) 
dd 
Where d=distance between two plates, m 
Thus, the capacitance of a capacitor can be increased by increasing the permittivity of 
the dielectric material inside it. 
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Materials can be classified according to their permittivity. Those with a positive real 
part dielectric constant are dielectrics. Metals, those are good electrical conductors, 
have a negative permittivity at very high frequencies, in which no propagation of 
electromagnetic wave exists. 
3.2.2 Loss Tangent 
Loss tangent defines the lossiness of the medium. It is the negative ratio at any 
particular frequency between the imaginary and real parts of the dielectric constant of 
the material. 
Loss tangent: tan(8(c))) = 
E. (0)) 
_ 
(E )) 
(3-5) () 911400) 
A large loss tangent means the material has a lot of dielectric absorption, and a high 
loss of the power transmitted through the dielectric. Specify to antenna applications, 
as the radiation efficiency of an antenna is highly related to the loss factor of the 
material, a large loss tangent can lead to very low antenna efficiency. 
3.3 Dielectric Material Measurement Procedure 
3.3.1 Dielectric measurement overview 
In order to design components and understand the interaction of electromagnetic 
fields with the dielectric materials we are working with, it is necessary to understand 
the dielectric properties of the materials and how to measure them at RF & 
Microwave frequencies. 
So far electromagnetic property characterizations of dielectric materials are generally 
measured by two main methods: resonant methods and nonresonant methods. In 
resonant methods, like resonant perturbation methods [6-7], the sample under 
measurement is introduced to a resonator thus altering the electromagnetic boundaries 
of the resonator, and the electromagnetic properties of the sample are deduced from 
the change of the resonant properties of the resonator. 
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Non-resonant methods mainly include reflection methods and transmission/reflection 
methods. The reflection methods include open-circuit line methods [8] and short- 
circuit line methods [9]. The transmission/reflection methods have many varieties, 
including free-space, coaxial line, waveguide, and planar structures such as microstrip 
and stripline. In a transmission/reflection method, the sample under test is inserted 
into a segment of transmission line, and the permittivity of the sample is derived from 
the reflection and transmission characteristics of the sample-loaded unit. Owing to 
their relative simplicity, the transmission/reflection methods, are widely used in 
various fields of materials research and engineering. Also as nonresonant methods can 
cover certain frequency bands, they can be used for measurements of electromagnetic 
properties of materials for a multitude of applications. 
3.3.2 Dielectric Fabric Materials Evaluation 
In this section, the evaluation on the dielectric properties of some textile and leather 
materials through a transmission/reflection waveguide method will be introduced- The 
measurement setup is based on an HP 8720D network analyzer and a rectangular 
waveguide lO system (Two identical waveguide cavities with transition parts, a 
shorting board and a waveguide sample holder). The operating frequency range of the 
waveguide 10 system is at S band of 2.60-3.95GHz. 
Figure 3.1 WaveguidelO system 
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Figure 3.2 Waveguide sample holder 
The waveguide 10 system and the sample holder are shown in Figure 3.1 and Figure 
3.2 respectively. The important parameters of the waveguide system are listed as 
following: 
Cavity inner width: 72.136mm, Cavity inner height: 34.036mm 
Sample holder thickness: 34.99mm, Frequency range: 2.60-3.95GHz 
Cut off frequency f,: 2.08GHz 
f` +f 2.60+3.95 Centre frequency: fo =2"=2=3.275GHz 
Cut off wavelength: 2c _= 144.23mm 
f, 
Wavelength in free space: A,, = fo = 91.6mm 
Wavelength in guide: %g = =118.59mm 
1- - k 
The width and height of a rectangular waveguide satisfies width/height =1/2, and the 
waveguide usually works at TE1o mode. To ensure the single-mode requirement in 
materials property characterization, the wavelength should be larger than the height 
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and should be less than the width, so that for the given waveguide, there are limits for 
minimum frequency and maximum frequency. 
The cavity walls were cleaned properly to reduce the measurement error to a 
minimum. The waveguide sample holder was fabricated by adding flanges to a certain 
length of standard waveguide transition part of the same band. It is important that the 
end surfaces of the flange are as flat and smooth as possible so that good mating 
contact can be achieved. To ensure this requirement can be meet, holes were properly 
drilled on the flange, and alignment pins which can ensure the perfect connection 
were manufactured by the Sheffield University workshop. Also, because the flanges 
are circular, two pieces of wooden holder were made to hold the whole system stable 
on the desk. 
Six fabric samples and three reference solid samples (Rohacell, Perspex and PTFE), 
as shown in Figure 3.3, were measured with this system. All the fabrics are purchased 
from high street shops and they are very commonly used in our daily clothing. The 
solid samples were fabricated in the mechanical workshop. The description of the 
samples is shown in Table 3.1. All the samples were cut subtly into the waveguide 
inner size to fix the sample holder properly, as the air gap along the width or height 
may cause serious effect on the results [10]. 
Figure 3.3 Samples under test 
PTFE PERSPEX Rohacell Fleece 
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Table 3.1 Materials description 
Name Components Thickness 
(mm) 
Multilayer thickness 
(mm) 
1004/oselk 0-571t 3-0'275 
Tween 49%Wool 29VaPolvester 0.685 3-14 
Panama 0 33%viscose 0-147 1-75 
Moleskin 100%cotton 1.17 6-3575 
Felt 700/oviscose 0 
Fleece 0 
PTFE 11-66 11-66 
IPERSPFX 11-67 11-67 
During the measurement, the sample under test was inserted into the sample holder of 
the waveguide cavity. The waveguide sample holder has the advantage of rectangular 
shape that makes the sample easy to form. In the transmission/reflection method, all 
the four scattering parameters (Su, S219 S12 and S22) can be measured over the 
waveguide working frequency range. From the relevant scattering equations relating 
the scattering parameters of the segment of waveguide filled with the sample under 
study to the permittivity of the sample, we can get the electric properties of the 
sample. The whole measurement procedure can be described as following in Figure 
3.4. 
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Figure 3.4 Measurement procedure of dielectric materials 
In the process of measurement, a few sources of losses contribute to the total loss, like 
loss in the dielectric, loss in the metal walls, loss of power from the output and input 
coupling apertures and loss in the connecting cables. Therefore we must separate the 
dielectric loss from all of the others. Thus a high standard calibration is significant for 
the best accuracy and repeatability. For the measurement of S21 (w), the full TRL 
(Through-Reflect-Line) 2-port calibration [11], which is convenient in that calibration 
standards can be fabricated for a specific measurement, is used. The detail of how 
TRL calibration works will be provided in appendix A. The advantage of TRL is that 
only three standards need to be characterized as opposed to 4 in the traditional open, 
short, load, and thru full 2-port calibrations. Further, the requirements for 
characterizing the T, R, and L standards are less stringent and these standards are 
more easily fabricated. The calibration standard can be evaluated by inserting the 
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empty sample holder, and checking the phase delay and the S21 magnitude along the 
frequency range. The phase delay at the centre frequency should be close to 90° 
because the length of the sample holder is about a quarter wavelength of the centre 
frequency, and the magnitude of the S21 should be close to zero. If the error of the 
empty cavity is serious, the calibration needs to be reprocessed until the standard can 
be met. 
Solid samples were measured first to verify the accuracy of the system. As the 
dielectric properties of the material Perspex and PTFE are already well known, the 
measured results can be compared and the measurement system accuracy can be 
found. If the percentage error is big, the whole system setup needs to be checked 
again. Errors can be caused by imperfect cavity connection, bad quality cable, 
defective calibration, etc. Once the results of the solid materials are satisfied, the 
measurement can be proceeded to textile materials evaluation. 
As we know that most of the fabrics have very low electric permittivity. To measure 
these kinds of materials within the waveguide, the transmission and reflection become 
very sensitive to noise and other effects. How to hold the sample in the sample holder 
as flat as possible is key to accurate the measurement. To resolve this, two samples of 
Rohacell foam layers (1mm each) which have a permittivity of 1.006 were used to 
hold the fabric samples into a sandwich shape. The Rohacell samples were measured 
with the system in advance, and the measured s, is equal to 1.0068, which has 
achieved a good agreement with the manufacture's specification. As the Rohacell 
sample is air like, the effect caused by those in the results can be ignored. Each fabric 
sample was also measured multi-layered by piling a few layers of samples together to 
check for systematic errors and make the measurement more accurate. 
Conversion from S-parameter data measured by the HP8720D network analyzer to the 
dielectric properties was accomplished by reading trace data S21((i) into computer, 
performing the required calculations by integrating data into the conversion program 
(written by Dr. K. L. Ford) and then plotting the results into graphs. The permittivity 
derivation principle will be explained in Appendix B. The measured real and 
imaginary parts of the dielectric constant for each material are shown in Figure 3.5. 
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Figure 3.5 Real & imaginary part of dielectric constant for textile & solid 
material 
From the real part figures, we can clearly see most of the lines go stable and keep 
constant along the frequency range 2.6 to 3.95GHz. In order to prove the reliability of 
the measurement, we can take the Perspex and PIPE as samples. The measured 
permittivity for Perspex and PTFE are around 2.57 and 2.05 respectively, which are 
very close to the manufacture's specification (Perspex: 2.6, PTFE: 2.08) around this 
band. For the imaginary part shown in Figure 3.5, noise has introduced some affects 
and finally formed the gain like prominence around 3GHz. Using this technique for 
the measurement of dielectric materials, the dielectric constant of the sample is 
2.8 3 32 3.4 36 30 
Real part 
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usually determined iteratively from the effective refractive index measurements by 
using the solution of the wave equation. However, due to the open discontinuity 
problem between the rectangular dielectric waveguide and sample, this technique 
cannot give accurate value of loss tangent (tan 8), especially for low-loss samples 
[10]. In this stage, the loss results are reduced by normalizing the results and taking 
the average value. By calculating the average permittivity and loss tangent over the 
frequency range for each material, we can obtain the data into Table 3.2. 
Table3.2 Measured dielectric constant for each material 
Material Silk Tween Panama Moleskin felt fleece PTFE Perspex 
Thickness(mm) 0.58 0.685 0347 1.17 1.1 2.55 11.66 11.67 
Permittivity 1.75 1.69 2.12 1.45 138 1.17 2.05 2.57 
Loss tangent 0.012 0.0084 0.018 0.05 0.023 0.0035 0.0017 0.0008 
Comparing the materials conformation and their dielectric properties, we have chosen 
material `felt' for our later antenna design and fabrication. Although the material 
`silk', `Tween' and `Panama' all have suitable permittivity and low loss for antennas 
substrate, the single layer thickness of these materials are too small for antenna 
fabrication. Furthermore, these materials are very soft, and softness is not preferable 
for on body application as it can cause a lot of problems like draping, being easily 
damaged and unsmooth integration with the conducting materials. The material 
`fleece' is a common material for clothing, however the fleece tested in this project 
has a very loose structure. For wearable antennas, the substrate should have a smooth 
and firm surface and the conductive sheets can be fastened evenly and stoutly on the 
fabric. Therefore, fleece is not a good choice in this research. As for the material 
`Moleskin', the component for this material is 100% cotton. However, for some 
reason, the loss factor for the material is relatively high, which is not preferable as 
well. Material `felt' is another common material for our daily clothing. It is low cost 
and easy for fabricating. It has a firm, unelastic and smooth surface, and most 
importantly, the thickness and dielectric properties are all suitable for antenna 
applications. 
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3.3.3 Leather Materials 
Leather is another material of interest as it is commonly used in our daily clothing, 
like coat, belt, bag, and shoes, etc. Leather materials generally have firm but flexible 
structures which are very suitable for wearable antennas application. Therefore, some 
leather materials as good potential antenna substrate were also studied in this project. 
Five leather samples are supplied by `Andrew Muirhead & Son' Limited. The 
rectangular shape samples as shown in Figure 3.6 were tested with the 
Transmission/Reflection waveguide method. 
Figure 3.6 Leather samples under test 
The measured relative permittivity and loss tangent of the five leather samples are 
plotted in Figure 3.7 coving the frequency band of 2.6 GHz to 3.95GHz. Compare to 
the textile materials, the leather materials tested have greater relative permittivity and 
much higher loss factor. The single layer thickness, as well as the predicted average 
dielectric constant of each sample is summarized in Table 3.3. Among these samples, 
leather 2 and leather 4 were selected for the later antenna's study, and the properties 
of these materials working as antenna substrate will be discussed in Chapter 4. 
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Figure 3.7 Measured real & imaginary part for leather samples 
Table3.3 Measured results for leather samples 
Leather! Leather2 Leather3 Leather4 Leathers 
Thickness (mm) 1.44 1.3867 1.30 1.39 1.43 
Permittivity 2.79 2.78 2.56 2.65 2.57 
Loss Tangent 0.063 0.073 0.045 0.035 0.051 
2.6 2.6 3 3.2 3.4 36 30 
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3.4 Conducting Materials 
Conducting materials as good transmission media of supporting electric current flow 
are essential for antenna and microwave circuit applications. The aim of this research 
is to design and develop entire textile antennas for wearable applications. Therefore, 
we need an electrically conductive fabric for the ground plane as well as for the 
antenna radiating elements. In this section, an important parameter of conducting 
materials so called electrical conductivity will be introduced, and a few conductive 
fabric materials will be studied, and finally the performance of antennas made from 
these materials will be compared and discussed. 
3.4.1 Electrical Conductivity 
Electrical conductivity is a measure of how well a material accommodates the 
transport of electric charge. Conductivity is defined as the ratio of the current density 
to the electric field strength. It is the reciprocal of electrical resistivity. For a specimen 
of length 1, resistance R, and a cross sectional area A, the electrical conductivity is 
given by 
1 
a=- RA 
(3-6) 
The SI unit for conductivity is Siemens per meter (S/m). Most familiar conducting 
materials are metal based. For conducting materials, a higher conductivity indicates a 
better electric conductor. A perfect electric conductor (PEC) should have an infinite 
value of conductivity. However, PEC does not exist in the real life. A typical solid 
conductor, like copper, has a high conductivity of 5.9 x 10' S/m. 
3.4.2 Conductive Fabrics Evaluation 
Conducting textile materials have been widely used as a replacement of metal in many 
shielding applications. And opportunities have been found for high mechanical 
property conductive textiles to integrate within electromagnetic components such as 
antennas [12-13] and circuits. 
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For the purpose of a textile antenna design, a conductive fabric needs to satisfy the 
listed requirements below. 
"A low and stable electrical resistance (51 ohm/square [131) of the fabric is 
desired to minimize losses. 
" The material must be homogeneous over the antenna area, and the variance of 
the resistance through the material should be small. 
" The fabric should be flexible to be wom. 
" The fabric should be inelastic, as the electrical property of elastic fabrics might 
change when stretching or bending. 
To construct the conducting parts of an antenna using textiles, there is a variety of 
conducting fabric materials available. A few high quality conductive fabrics are tested 
in this research. These fabrics samples are obtained from Less EMF Inc. All the 
samples are metal based woven textiles but have different plated metallic materials. 
Most samples can satisfy the thickness, flexibility and most importantly low 
resistivity requirements of our antenna design. Therefore, three of the fabric samples 
and a metal material (laminated copper sheet) were fabricated with dielectric material 
'felt' into antenna and the performance of these materials can be recognized. A return 
loss comparison of a dual-band CPW antenna using different materials with 
simulation (a conductivity of 5e+006S/m is defined for the conductors in simulation) 
is shown in Figure 3.8. For materials Shieldit and FlecTron-N, because of their 
relatively higher resistivity, large dispersion is generated over the desired frequency 
bands. In contrast to this, material Zelt shows a distinct high performance. The 
impedance is well matched at the desired resonant frequency. And the performance of 
the antenna made of Zelt is quite comparable to the antenna made of copper 
conductors. 
Zelt has a high quality nylon based substrate and is plated with copper and tin. Its 
thickness is 0.06mm with a manufacturer's surface resistivity specification lower than 
O. Olohm/square, which is excellent for creating efficient antennas and RF circuits at 
wireless communication frequencies. Also Zelt fabric is durable and tear resistant. 
From a manufacturing point of view, it can be cut using laser ablation into a precise 
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shape, also it can conform to any shape and be sewn like ordinary fabric to make 
highly effective clothing structures. Therefore, for all the antennas and structures used 
in this project, the woven conductive fabric, Zelt, is used. 
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Figure 3.8 S results of antennas using different conductive materials 
3.5 Conclusion 
This chapter focused on characterizing the properties of a selection of textile and 
leather materials for the use of antenna substrates. A study was also carried out on the 
effects of different conductive materials on textile WLAN antenna performance. 
The transmission/reflection waveguide method was mainly used for dielectric material 
characterization. Experiments have shown that this technique is superb for the 
measurement of the real part of the permittivity of solid materials, like fabric and 
leathers. However, it has shown some insufficiency of measuring the loss factor of the 
material. The measured results are fairly good and reliable. The errors are mainly 
caused by the noise generated by the system itself and also the imperfectly cut 
samples. But the overall results are acceptable for our future textile antennas design 
and fabrication. 
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It has been shown that a few dielectric materials in this study are suitable for antenna 
application. However, the physical properties of some materials might cause problems 
in order to maintain antenna's electrical performance parameters. Therefore, only the 
material `felt' which has the optimum performance is chosen for our antenna design. 
The study on conducting materials shows that the conductive material plays an 
important role in an optimal textile antenna design. If the conductive fabric is used, it 
must have good conductivity and it must be densely knitted to obtain good antenna 
impedance matching and bandwidth. The results showed that material `Zelt' offers the 
best performance as the conducting component of an antenna. 
In conclusion, the investigations on both insulating and conducting materials have 
shown great possibility of using entire textile materials to fabricate high performance 
textile antennas. Eventually, textile antennas can replace the printed circuit board 
antennas in wearable applications. 
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Chapter 4 Wearable Antennas Design 
4.1 Introduction 
Wearable antennas as an essential part of Body Area Networks have been studied in 
recent literature. Wu has presented a watch-type chip antenna [1] for Bluetooth 
devices. Sanz has promoted a wide range of button antennas for WLAN [2], [3] and 
UWB [4] applications. Wearable dipoles [5] and PIFAs [6] have also been studied. 
And most attractively, textile antennas together with the embedded body-worn system 
as a new concept of smart clothes have been popularly investigated Comparing with 
all the other types of antennas, textile antennas can fulfil the special requests for 
wearable application, like light weight, low cost and can be integrated with our daily 
clothing. 
Textile antennas have been presented in [7]-[10]. Effects of different conductive and 
dielectric textile materials have also been studied in [11] and [12]. Several papers 
have reported single frequency band wearable antennas [7] and [13]-[14] 
demonstrating acceptable performance at low cost. Later dual frequency band designs 
have emerged allowing network connection [15], [16]. 
This project aims to investigate the possibility of integrating low profile antennas with 
our daily clothing materials, like textile or leather, and study the performance of the 
antenna with the presence of the human body. Therefore, wearable antenna design is 
an essential part of this research. In this chapter, a few designs of wearable antennas 
for dual-band and multi-band applications will be presented For the proposed 
antennas, only planar structures are chosen, as for wearable applications, using planar 
structures not only eases the antenna design but also simplifies the integration of the 
antennas with cloth. And using a strip line feed can guarantee a flat structure, and 
allow the assembly of electronic components directly on the fabric in antenna 
application. 
A new design of dual-band coplanar waveguide fed antenna fabricated with the high 
quality conductive fabric `Zelt' and the textile material `Felt' will be presented in the 
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second part of this chapter, The antenna is modelled and compared with the same 
design of a printed circuit board antenna on FR4 material. Also, the same type of 
CPW antennas are designed and fabricated with selected leather materials. Antenna 
performance with different materials will be compared and discussed at the end of the 
section. 
In the third section, a dual band triangle patch antenna with a parasitic element over a 
modified small ground plane will be presented. The antenna operates at WLAN bands 
with bandwidths exceeding 20% at the 2.45 GHz and 5 GHz network bands. The 
ground is modified by cutting a large rectangular slot in it that allows tuning of the 
frequency bands and adjustment of the band spacing ratio. 
Finally, a multi-band hexagon ring fabric antenna will be introduced. The antenna 
also has a CPW feed structure. It is designed to cover the GSM (890-960MHz), 
DCS/PCS (1710-1990MHz), UMTS (1.88-2.20GHz) and WLAN (2.40-2.48GHz & 
5.15-5.825GHz) bands. The geometry of the antenna is described together with the 
return loss and radiation patterns at the main operating bands. 
4.2 Dual-band CPW-fed Antennas 
4.2.1 Dual-band felt CPW Antenna at WLAN Bands 
As explained above, the textile materials and the planar antenna shape provide a 
smooth integration into clothing and preserving the typical properties of textiles. In 
this project, we manage to design and study a novel dual band antenna [17] that can 
be wom within clothing covering 2.45GHz and 5.8GHz wireless networking bands. 
The antenna is a CPW fed rectangular shape patch. The substrate material used for 
this antenna is felt with a thickness of 1.1mm, whose dielectric properties have been 
measured by the method explained in chapter 3. The conducting components, 
coplanar feed line, patch antenna and ground plane, are manufactured from the woven 
conducting fabric `Zelt', as we described before, it has a conductivity around 
le+006S/m. The antenna was constructed by cutting the conductive material 
accurately using laser ablation. 
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The antenna is a novel coplanar design consisting of an inner patch surrounded by a 
parasitic rectangular ring element with another outer rectangular ring connected as the 
ground, as shown in Figure 4.1 a (top view) and b (side view). Main dimensions of the 
antenna are listed in Table 4-1. The antenna construction is based on a coplanar strip 
line feeding into a rectangular patch. The strip line width and the gap between the 
transmission line and the coplanar ground are adjusted to match the real coaxial cable 
impedance. 
i 5 
I. 
(a) Top view 
Parameters Value 
(MM) 
Lg, Wg 55 
Lo 32 
Wo 28 
Li 21 
Wi 17 
$ 5 
Lg 
t 
Table 4-1. Antenna dimensions 
Ground plane f Microstrip line 
1 !, I 1m Substrate: felt Cr y 
(b) Side view 
Figure 4.1 Dual band CPW-fed fabric antenna geometry 
The simulation was carried out by CST Microwave Studio. It is found that the upper 
and the lower band position are mainly controlled by the size of the patch itself and 
the size of the parasitic ring. The lower resonance at 2.45 GHz is largely due to the 
inner patch plus parasitic antenna ring while the patch alone provides the upper 
resonance. Figure 4.2 shows the computed surface current distribution of the antenna 
for both resonances. The maximum current is clamped at 10 Amperes per meter so 
that the distribution at both frequencies can be compared. It is evident that the current 
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concentrates at the strip line and the outer edges of the parasitic ring at the lower 
resonance 2.45GHz, while the current flows between the inner patch and the parasitic 
ring at 5.8GHz. 
5.8GHz 
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3.44 
2.19 
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0 
Figure 4.2 Surface current distribution of the CPW antenna at 2.45 & 5.8GHz 
Other factors have been found that may change the antenna impedance matching 
performance significantly are the strip line length L, the gap d between the ground 
and the parasitic ring in negative x direction, and the slot between the inner patch and 
the parasitic ring. The computational return loss comparisons of tuned parameters are 
plotted in Figure 4.3,4.4, and 4.5 respectively. In these figures, when a certain 
dimension parameter is varying, other parameters are fixed. Therefore we can see how 
much effect this dimension can cause on the antenna performance. Also study has 
found the shape of the coplanar ground plane has a significant influence on antenna 
performance as well. Three types of ground planes are studied and compared in 
Figure 4.6, in which block ground indicates two rectangular block grounds on each 
side of the strip line. 
2.45GHz 
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Figure 4.3 Simulated return loss varies with the strip length L 
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Figure 4.4 Simulated return loss varies with gap width d 
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Figure 4.5 Simulated return loss varies with the slot between the patch and the 
parasitic ring 
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Figure 4.6 Simulated return loss varies with the shape of the ground 
The optimum options for each parameter were marked in each figure above, and the 
values correspondingly are L=20mm, d=0.5mm, slot=lmm and loop shape ground 
plane, which are the parameters we used for the antenna fabrication and measurement. 
A fabricated antenna is shown in Figure 4.7. Because of the low relative permittivity 
of textile materials, antennas made out of fabrics are generally large in size. However 
with the coplanar structure and the relatively small thickness of the felt material, the 
antenna has achieved a compact size of 55 x 55mm2, which is suitable for wearing at 
most locations on human body. 
Figure 4.7 A dual-band coplanar textile antenna 
Overall size: 55x55 mm2 
Substrate: 1.1mm felt, permittivity- 1.38 Loss tangent=0.023 
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Because both the conductive and the dielectric materials are used for the first time, a 
reference antenna is produced using FR4 (common material used in printed circuit 
board) material and copper coat, thus the performances of the textile antenna, like the 
simulated and measured return loss and radiation patterns, as well as antenna gain and 
efficiency can be compared and verified. The FR4 antenna will be introduced in the 
next section, followed by the antenna performances comparison and analysis. 
4.2.2 Dual-band FR4 CPW Antenna at WLAN Bands 
FR4 is a common material used in modem printed circuit board and planar antenna 
fabrications. Therefore, a dual band FR4 CPW antenna working at WLAN bands was 
designed as a reference antenna to the fabric antenna. The FR4 material has an electric 
permittivity of 4.5 and thickness of 1.6mm. It is topped with a very thin layer of 
copper as the conductive elements. The design procedure followed that of the fabric 
antennas. Figure 4.8 shows the prototype of the FR4 antenna. 
_r 
, WO 
Figure 4.8 Geometry of dual-band coplanar FR4 antenna 
Overall size 50x50 mm2 
Substrate: 1.6mm FR4, permittivity=4.5 Loss tangent 0.025 
Return loss can be regarded as the ratio between the power reflected back from the 
antenna feeding point and the power fed to the antenna. If the entire power is reflected 
back, S11 will be OdB. While if the power is completely absorbed and radiated by the 
antenna, the value will be -oodB. A low return loss value corresponds to a good 
matching at a particular frequency. In this research, a -IOdB S11 value is referred as a 
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standard for antenna design, which indicates a 10% power reflection. Frequency 
bands where the Sit is lower than -IOdB are considered as the impedance matching 
band. The bandwidth is calculated by 
BW=F"PP'-F" x100% (4-1) Fren«r 
Simulated and measured return losses for both antennas are shown in Figure 4.9. It 
can be seen from the figure that the overall measurements agree well with the 
simulation results. However, at 2.45GHz, the measured fabric antenna differs a little 
from the simulation band. This is mainly because of the first resonance is dominated 
by the parasitic element. The imperfect manufacture may cause the element position 
to vary. Also the small percentage of error that might occur in the material 
measurement could cause the uncertainty of the material parameters. Table 4-2 
summarizes the detailed results in terms of resonance frequency and input-match 
bandwidth for both antennas. Wide bandwidth has been achieved for both antennas at 
each frequency band. More importantly, compared to the reference FR4 material 
antenna, the fabric antenna demonstrates quite comparable performance, which shows 
good potential for future applications. 
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Figure 4.9 Simulated and measured return loss comparison 
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Table 4-2 Simulated and measured antenna resonant frequency and bandwidth 
Antenna Size 2.45GHz band & bandwidth 5GHz band & bandwidth 
Simulation Measurement Simulation Measurement 
Fabric 55 x 55mm2 1.95-2.65GHz 2.12-2.54GHz 5.35-6.1GHz 5.15-6.1GHz 
antenna (28.6%) (17%) (13.6%) (17.3%) 
FR4 antenna 50x 50mm2 2.02-2.53GHz 2.14-2.59GHz 5.44-6.1GHz 5.26-6.13GHz 
(20.8%) (18.4%) (12%) (15.8%) 
A radiation pattern shows the variation of the radiated far-field intensity of an antenna 
as an angular function at a specific frequency. Typically, they are shown as cuts along 
the XZ (principle E-plane) and YZ plane (principle H-plane) according to the 
coordinate system given in Figure 4.1. The measured radiation patterns of the fabric 
antenna and the FR4 antenna at 2.45GHz and 5.8GHz are shown in Figure 4.10, in 
which the solid lines refer to co-polarization and the dotted lines indicate the cross- 
polarization for each cutting plane. The measurement is carried out in the anechoic 
chamber. The location of the antenna at the centre of the turning table ensures that the 
pattern obtained is as symmetric as possible, and zero degree in the plot indicates the 
direction of the tested antenna facing the transmitting antenna. 
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Figure 4.10 Measured radiation patterns for dual band fabric and FR4 antenna 
From the figure we can see, the CPW antenna has a dipole like radiation 
characteristics. For both frequencies, the peak radiation intensity lies towards the front 
or back direction perpendicular to the patch surface. The slight asymmetry of the E- 
plane patterns is caused by the feed lines connected to one of the radiating edges of 
the antennas, also the effect of the connector and cable connection on one side of the 
antenna during the measurement. According to the patterns, the fabric antenna 
demonstrates a great similarity as comparing to the FR4 antenna, which indicates the 
high qualities of the conductive and the dielectric materials. For both antennas, the 
upper frequency shows higher directivity than the lower frequency, which agrees 
quite well with the simulation results. 
Table 4-3 summarizes the computed and measured gain, computed directivity and 
total efficiency for both antennas. The antenna gain measurement is followed the 
`Gain-Transfer' method given by Balanis [18]. The technique utilizes a standard gain 
horn antenna. Two sets of measurements are completed in the anechoic chamber. In 
one set, using the test antenna as the receiving antenna, the received power (PT) is 
recorded. In the other set, the standard horn antenna as the receiving antenna is 
measured and the received power is recorded as P. The geometrical arrangement is 
maintained intact for both sets, thus the input power is retained the same. The 
equations can be written into 
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(GT )dB= (Gs L+ 10log1o p (4-2) 
s 
Where (GT)dB and (Gs)dB are the gains (in dBi) of the test and standard gain antennas. 
However, as there is no standard directivity and efficiency measurement setup at this 
stage, the directivity and the efficiency are calculated in the software environment, 
and the data presented here can only give an approximation. 
Table 4-3 Antenna gain, directivity and radiation efficiency 
Frequency Simulated Measured Directivity Total Antenna 
(G Hz) Gain (dBi) Gain (dBi) (dB) efficiency 
Standard Horn 2.45 10.3 
antenna 5.8 11.5 
Dual-band CPW felt 2.45 3.77 3.87 4.018 93.8% 
antenna 5.8 5.87 5.177 6.398 88.6% 
Dual-band FR4 2.45 3.40 3.889 3.91 86% 
antenna 5.8 4.66 5.026 5.73 78% 
4.2.3 Dual-band Leather Antenna 
Leather is another common used material for clothes, belts, shoes and bags. The idea 
of making an antenna with leather is that the antenna can be built within the belt, as 
human waist is one of the least movement parts over the whole body, the belt antenna 
can benefit from the very less distortion and interference. Also, due to the firmness of 
the leather material itself, the leather antenna can have a more stable performance 
compared to the fabric antenna. 
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Figure 4.11 Geometry of dual-band coplanar leather antenna 
Overall size: 50 x 50 x 1.38 mm3, parasitic ring size: 24 x 28mm2 
Inner patch size: 15 x 16mm2, strip width: 4mm 
Substrate: Leather, Permittivity: 2.78, Loss tangent: 0.07 
A dual-band coplanar leather antenna is designed. The antenna substrate is a leather 
sample from Andrew Muirhead & Son Limited, and the dielectric properties are tested 
by the transmission/reflection waveguide method explained in chapter 3. The 
measured relative permittivity of the substrate is 2.78, and the loss tangent is 
approximately 0.07. The conductive elements are still made out of the high 
performance shielding fabric `Zelt', which has a conductivity of l e+006S/m. The 
antenna development procedure is followed by that of the fabric antenna. It is 
composed of a rectangular inner patch, a parasitic ring and a loop ground plane. And 
the dual resonances are designed to be 2.45 and 5.8GHz WLAN applications. 
Figure 4.11 shows the geometry of the simple dual-band coplanar leather antenna. 
The antenna has a very compact size of 50mm x 50mm, the outer patch size is 
24mm x 28mm, and the inner patch size is 15mm x 16mm. 5052 strip feed line width is 
4mm and the gap between ground and strip line is 0.4mm. The antenna was measured 
in the anechoic chamber to test the return loss and the radiation characteristics. The 
S» result is plotted in Figure 4.13, as a comparison will be made among antennas 
made out of different materials, and the discussion will be given in Section 4.2.5. 
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4.2.4 Dual-band Double-layered Hidden Leather Antenna 
A dual-band hidden leather antenna is designed by covering a layer of leather 
substrate on each side of the patch and making the antenna into a sandwich structure. 
The advantage of this structure is that the conductive elements are hidden, and the risk 
of being damaged and interfered with can be reduced. The compact size and the 
hidden characteristic also increase the possibility of integrating antenna within the belt 
in future applications. The constructed prototype is shown in Figure 4.12. 
L. i 
Figure 4.12 Dual-band hidden leather antenna 
Overall size: 50 x 50 x 2.8 mm3, parasitic ring: 24x 19mm2 
Inner patch: 15 x II mm2, strip line width: 4.5mm 
Substrate: Leather, permittivity: 2.65, Loss tangent: 0.035 
A leather material which has a measured relative permittivity of 2.65 and loss tangent 
of 0.035 is chosen as the double layer substrate. The thickness of each substrate layer 
is 1.4mm. The material is provided by Andrew Muirhead & Son Limited. As the 
conductive textile material `Zelt' has been proved to be a high quality electric 
conductor, it is used as the radiating elements in this antenna design as well. The 
width of the strip feed line and the gap between the ground plane and the microstrip 
were 4.5mm and 0.4mm respectively to match the 500 load. 
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4.2.5 Results Comparison 
The comparison of the measured S of the four antennas discussed above is plotted in 
Figure 4.13. All of the four antennas display dual-band resonances as expected. As the 
antennas are designed differently, the resonant frequencies might differ from each 
other. But note that each measured return loss has achieved a good agreement with the 
computational result of the individual antenna. The resonant bandwidth is deeply 
related to the material loss factor. Generally, the more lossy the material is, the wider 
bandwidth and the lower the efficiency the antenna will present. This can be proved 
from the return losses of the four different material antennas. The single layer leather 
antenna has the highest loss tangent of 0.07, therefore the bandwidth it demonstrates 
is wider than those of the other three antennas. 
The radiation characteristics of the leather antennas were measured as well in the 
anechoic chamber. All the antennas exhibit reasonable gain and useful patterns for 
each desired frequency band. The co and cross polarization patterns of the E and H 
principle planes will be plotted in Appendix C. 
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Figure 4.13 Dual-band fabric, FR4 and leather antenna return loss comparison 
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Experiments have shown the possibility of using fabric and leather materials for 
antenna design. All the proposed antennas demonstrate good performance in terms of 
return loss and radiation patterns. The coplanar parasitic ring structure has been 
proved to be able to provide dual frequency resonances. And the radiating elements 
can be etched in between two layers of substrates into a hidden structure. This 
presents a very useful method for future wearable application designs. 
4.3 Dual-band Fabric Triangle Antenna 
Triangular patches are found to provide radiation characteristics similar to those of 
rectangular patches, but with smaller size. In this section, a triangular antenna [19] 
with a parasitic element over a modified small ground plane will be presented. The 
antenna operates at two frequency bands with bandwidths exceeding 2O% at the 
2.45GHz and 5GHz wireless network bands. The ground is modified by cutting a 
large rectangular slot in it that allows tuning of the frequency bands and adjustment of 
the band spacing ratio. 
4.3.1 Antenna design 
The antenna is shown in Figure 4.14, where the dimensions of the patch and the top 
view are indicated in Figure 4.14 (a), and the side and back view are presented in 
Figure 4.14 (b) and (c). The conducting components, microstrip feed line, patch 
antenna and ground plane, are manufactured from the woven conducting fabric `Zelt' 
with a conductivity of le+006S/m. At this prototype stage the antenna is constructed 
by cutting the conductive material accurately and attaching the components to a layer 
of thin felt material 1.1 mm thick with c =1.38 and tans = 0.02. 
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(a) 
Parameter I Value(mm) 
mm 1 (b) 
(c) 
60mm 
Figure 4.14 
Configuration of the proposed 
triangular antenna: 
(a) Top view & dimensions 
(b) Side view 
(c) Back Ground view 
The structure of this antenna consists of an equilateral triangular base patch, side 
length of 24.8mm, with a triangular parasitic wire around the base patch excited by a 
microstrip line of 4.5mm wide. Slots are cut at the feed point to match the antenna to 
50SZ. The parasitic triangular wire runs around the patch to provide resonance at the 
lower frequency band, this is 1 mm wide and spaced 1 mm from the patch in this case. 
The length of the parasitic wire was set at 31.2 mm in this instance for a resonance at 
2.45 GHz. The antenna is backed by a ground plane as shown in Figure 4.14 (c) 
measuring 60 mm x 48 mm. Fundamentally, the length of the parasitic wire 
determines the low frequency resonance while the inner triangle patch primarily 
determines the upper band. The surface current distributions at both frequencies are 
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presented in Figure 4.15. It is clear that more currents are induced in the parasitic ring 
at 2.45GHz and the induced currents are concentrated in between the inner patch and 
the parasitic ring at 5.8GHz. 
A/m 
5.8GHz 
ie. e 
8.44 
7.19 
5.94 
4.69 
3.44 
2.19 
8.938 
e 
Figure 4.15 Surface current distribution of the triangle antenna 
Varying the length of the side of the triangular patch has no significant affect on the 
lower resonant frequency but tuned the antenna at the higher band, the centre 
frequency varying extensively. However, the overall performance of the antenna is 
affected significantly by modifying the ground plane. A number of variations were 
tried including introducing crossed slots, triangles and a rectangular grid of slots [20]. 
The most beneficial design was determined to be modifying the ground by cutting a 
rectangular slot in it measuring 33 mm x 26.4 mm as shown inset in Figure 4.16, 
where the slot dimensions are M=1.5K and N=1.2K and K is a scaling factor. The 
size of the slot determines the impedance match and the band spacing as shown in the 
simulated return loss plotted in Figure 4.16, where the factor K was varied from 20 to 
22.5. The centre frequency of each band varied, from 2.45GHz to 2.56GHz and 
5.74GHz to 6.01GHz respectively, as did the frequency band ratio and the matching. 
For K set to 22 the lower frequency bandwidth was 30.6% (2.11-2.86 GHz) and the 
upper bandwidth 25.3% (5.02-6.49 GHz). The slot in the ground therefore provides a 
useful method of improving the impedance match at both bands and of tuning the 
frequency band ratio. The simulated performance was verified experimentally. 
2.45GHz 
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Figure 4.16 Simulated return loss for various slot dimension in ground plane 
4.3.2 Results 
The antenna was fabricated by cutting each element into the optimum simulated 
dimensions and sticking on the substrate carefully. The SMA connector was soldered 
onto the antenna at this stage, and this can be improved by using special designed 
connector in the future real application. The fabricated prototype of the antenna is 
shown in Figure 4.17 with the front and ground view respectively. 
1 2.5 4 5.5 7 
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Figure 4.17 The prototype of the fabric triangular antenna 
Patch View (left), Ground View (right). 
The antenna was tested in terms of impedance matching and radiation properties 
correspondingly. The simulated and measured return losses of the proposed antenna 
are presented in Figure 4.18 in the frequency range of 1-7GHz. The frequency bands 
which are lower than -10dB in the figure represent the impedance matching bands of 
the antenna resonances. At the lower frequency band, the simulation and the 
measurement have a good agreement on the antenna centre frequency (2.47GHz in the 
simulation and 2.51 in the measurement) and the bandwidth (29.4% in the simulation 
and 24.5% in the measurement). However, for the upper frequency, although the 
centre frequency retains a high stability, the antenna produces a much wider 
bandwidth in the measurement (46%) than the simulation (25.3%). It covers an extra 
band around 4GHz (3.82-5.02GHz). This might be caused by the loose and lossy 
properties of the substrate material itself, and the use of liquid spray mount during the 
fabrication process might increase the loss factor of the material as well. The 
imperfect fabrication may cause a serious shape change of the parasitic ring, and this 
will change the capacitance between the inner patch and the parasitic ring. However, 
the measurement result proves that this scheme accomplishes the desired dual-band 
operation and fully covers the desired bands. 
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Figure 4.18 Simulated and measured return loss of the dual-band triangular 
antenna 
Radiation patterns measured in the two principle planes are plotted in Figure 4.19 and 
Figure 4.20 at the centre of the lower frequency band 2.45 GHz and the upper 
frequency band 5.8GHz. The E-plane is the cut through the feed axis of the antenna. 
The blue solid line in the figure denotes the co-polarization pattern and the dotted red 
line indicates the cross polarization for the principle plane. The cross-polarization 
levels are less than -15dB in both planes. The antenna sits over a small ground plane 
and hence the back radiation is high. At the lower band the radiation patterns are very 
similar to a dipole antenna having a donut shape. At the upper band the pattern is 
more directional and there is an extra null in the patterns but they remain acceptable 
for these applications. The gains were measured at approximately 2.9 dBi at the lower 
frequency band and 3.5 dBi at the higher band. 
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Figure 4.19 Measured radiation patterns of the triangular antenna at 2.45GHz 
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Figure 4.20 Measured radiation patterns of the triangular antenna at 5.8GHz 
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4.4 Multi-band Coplanar Fabric Antenna 
The global success of wireless communication has provided a several frequency 
spectrum bands for different applications, like GSM, GPS, Bluetooth, WLAN, etc. 
This increases the demands of integrating multiple systems on an individual 
simultaneously. In stead of having numerous devices, a terminal which can provide 
multiband operations with a single antenna unit will be preferable. 
Multi operational structures have been presented and include the typical fractal 
Sierpinski gasket [21-22] and Parany monopole [23]. These antennas consist of a 
series of scaled triangles forming a linear fractal structure, and demonstrate a quasi 
log periodic resonant property. Two multi-band multiple ring monopole antennas 
were developed by Song [24]. One consists of a set of self-similar circular rings, and 
the other one is realized by varying the circular structure to an elliptical one. Both 
antennas are capable of operating at multiple frequency bands, and optimum 
impedance bandwidth are obtained. However, these antennas have very complicated 
structures which largely increase the difficulties in the manufacture. Moreover, the 
non planar structure is not suitable for wearable applications. 
In this section, a multi-band planar hexagon ring antenna for wearable applications 
will be presented. The antenna is designed to cover several existing systems like 
GSM, DCS, PCS, UMTS, WLAN, Bluetooth and HiperLAN. By employing the 
coplanar and hexagon ring structure, the design realizes a very compact size and 
simple planar geometry which are favourable for the wearable applications. Also the 
integration of antenna and fabric materials is implemented and proved to have good 
performance. 
4.4.1 Antenna Design 
Figure 4.21 shows the configuration of the proposed antenna design. The basis of the 
antenna structure is a radiating element, which includes two self-contained scaled 
hexagon rings and an inner hexagon patch, a feeding strip line, and two coplanar 
ground planes on each side of the strip line. The conductive elements are made out of 
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the `Zelt' material which has a conductivity of Ie+006S/m. And the substrate material 
is a 1.1mm thick felt, which has been tested to have a relative permittivity of 1.38. 
The antenna has an overall compact size of 75mm x 90mm, which is about 
0.22 A. x 0.27 A. with respect to the lowest 900MHz GSM operating band. Compare 
with a conventional efficient rectangular patch antenna which needs a minimum 
practical dimension of 119.5mm x 159.4mm (calculated by the equation 14-6 & 14-7 
in [25]), the proposed antenna size has been reduced by 64.6%. 
The dominant dimensions of the antenna geometry are computed in CST Microwave 
Studio environment, and the optimum values are listed in the right hand side table of 
Figure 4.21. Basically, the variety of the parameter LI, L2 and L3 determine the 
position of the resonance excitation of each frequency band, while the tune of r, and r2 
which change the thickness of the hexagon rings show significant effects on the 
impedance bandwidth. 
75mm 
-Li- 
L2 
im 
Parameter value(mm) 
L1 36 
L2 20 
L3 10 
r, 6 
rZ 4 
w 5 
Figure 4.21 Structure of the multi-band fabric hexagon antenna and parameters 
r2 r. 121 
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It has also been found from the simulations that with the number of hexagon rings 
increasing, more resonant frequency bands can be achieved correspondingly. The 
input reflection coefficient of the multiple hexagon ring structure was computed with 
two to five hexagon iterations, and the results are shown in Figure 4.22. It can be seen 
from the figure that the number of operation bands obtained is corresponding to the 
number of the multiple rings. And according to the computational result, the operation 
bands can be tuned by adjust the size and the thickness of each ring. Although at this 
stage, our desired bands can be well covered by 3 rings, the idea of this kind of 
structure design has very good potential for multi-band antenna design for other 
applications. 
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Figure 4.22 Return losses of the multiple hexagon ring antenna from 2 to 5 
iterations 
4.4.2 Results analysis 
The prototype of the proposed multi-band CPW-fed hexagon antenna was constructed 
and shown in Figure 4.23. As the hexagon ring size is too big for laser ablation, this 
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antenna was hand cut. The elements were carefully stuck on the surface of the 
substrate, and the connector was soldered on the elements for experimental test. 
Figure 4.23 Multi-band hexagon ring antenna 
The return loss (S11) of the antenna was measured with an HP8720 Network Analyzer. 
A comparison of the simulated and measured return loss is plotted in Figure 4.24. The 
plotted frequency range was chosen from 500MHz to 7GHz to cover all the desired 
frequency bands. It is apparent that the disparities between simulated and measured 
results for the lower bands are minor. But for the higher frequency band, although the 
measured bandwidth is similar to the simulation, the agreement with center 
frequencies is not good. This could be due to the non accurate cutting dimensions of 
the elements, and also the imperfect fabrication might have some effects as well. In 
general these deviations are considered reasonable. The measured antenna has the 
useful bands of 825-1002MHz, 1.80-2.94GHz and 4.17-6.54GHz, which are capable 
to cover the GSM (890-960MHz), PCS (1850-1990MHz), UMTS (1.88-2.20GHz) 
and WLAN (2.40-2.48GHz & 5.15-5.825GHz) bands. 
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Figure 4.24 Return loss of the multi-band hexagon ring antenna 
The total current distribution of the antenna was extracted from the simulation 
package at each band of operation, shown in Figure 4.25. It can bee seen from the plot 
that, the outer ring and the middle ring show high field intensity for 900MHz and 
1800MIIz respectively. As the operating frequency increase, the currents begin to 
move to the inner and the bottom of the rings. This confirms that the resonance of the 
antenna is primarily determined by its distinct resonating ring. 
900MHz 1.8GHz 5.8GHz 
Figure 4.25 Simulated current distribution of the multiple hexagon ring antenna 
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The far-field radiation patterns of the multi-band antenna were measured in the 
anechoic chamber. The co-polarizations of two principle planes (E and H) of each 
operation band are shown in Figure 4.26. E plane plots in the figure refer to the y-z 
cutting plane in the coordinate system of Figure 4.21, and H plane plots refer to the x- 
z cutting plane. The three lower bands demonstrate good dipole like patterns and the 
maximum radiations are towards the front and back directions of the antenna surface. 
These have achieved good agreement with those of the simulations. At the upper 
5.2GHz band, the patterns appear to be slightly distorted. This could be due to the 
multiple current paths at the continuous connection of the ring elements. However, 
unlike a conventional disk patch antenna which normally excites higher modes at high 
frequency band, its radiation pattern is still relatively well maintained and remains 
acceptable for applications. 
More importantly, from the radiation characteristics, it is easy to see that this kind of 
structure has great radiation advantages over the Ultra-Wide Band disk antenna [26] 
which has a similar coplanar hexagonal structure. The UWB antenna generally has an 
extremely wide impedance bandwidth, but the antenna performance is restricted by its 
radiation patterns, which deteriorates as operating frequency increases. While with the 
multiple ring structure, numerous system bands can be covered independently and 
with useful, efficient radiation performance for each operation band. 
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Figure 4.26 Measured far-field radiation patterns for the multi-band fabric 
antenna 
4.5 Conclusion 
This chapter has addressed the development of a few strip line fed textile and leather 
antennas. It has shown that the standard antenna design techniques perform well even 
for textile, leather substrate and conductive textiles. The antennas presented not only 
feature good properties, but also are easy to manufacture. 
Dual-band CPW fed antennas were designed for wearable applications. Different 
materials like felt, FR4 and leather were employed as the antenna substrate. Antennas 
performances were compared in terms of return losses and radiation patterns, and the 
results showed that all the materials can perform great properties, like high stability, 
low loss, low cost, etc. It is proved that these materials can offer good opportunities 
for the future flexible antennas design. 
A low profile dual-band rectangular textile antenna was also presented. The antenna 
has a compact size and demonstrates attractive performances. The parasitic wire 
element around the main triangular patch provides a dual frequency band antenna. 
Modifying the small ground plane by introducing a rectangular slot allows tuning of 
the frequency bands and the bandwidth. The antenna has bandwidths of 20% or more 
210 150 
180 
- E-plane 2.4GHz 
- H-plane 2.4GHz 
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at each band. Although initially designed for body worn applications the antenna is 
useful for many other applications. 
Finally, a multi band coplanar hexagon ring antenna was introduced. The antenna is 
capable to cover the important frequency bands, like GSM, PCS, UMTS and WLAN. 
With the combination of different size of hexagon ring, the proposed antenna can be 
designed to have an adjustable resonant band and suitable radiation performance for 
individual band operation, but has a very compact size. 
From the entire presented antenna in this chapter, we can observe that both the fabric 
and leather material can provide favourable substrates for antenna design, and 
different antenna structures combination can satisfy different frequency bands 
application. This offers large freedom in the future wearable antennas design and 
application. 
All the antennas introduced in this chapter carry quasi- omni-directional patterns. 
However, antennas in wearable applications need directivity in order to avoid 
unnecessary radiation exposure to the human body and radiation losses. Therefore, to 
employ an EBG ground plane which can offer a lot of advantages to the antenna is an 
optimum solution. The EBG structure design and the performances working with the 
antenna will be introduced and discussed in next chapter. 
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Chapter 5 Electromagnetic Band Gap Structure 
5.1 Introduction 
An Electromagnetic Band Gap material in one form is a periodical structure in which 
high impedance exists for electromagnetic wave propagation within a certain 
frequency range. In antenna applications, the antenna can take advantage of the high 
impedance or surface wave band gap of an EBG within a particular frequency band. It 
has been found that antennas with EBG structures can offer remarkable improvements 
over conventional antennas and systems. 
Wearable antennas are to be placed against the body and hence it is desirable to 
reduce the backward scattered radiation as much as possible. Review of recent 
publications [1,2] shows that antennas with large ground planes can offer desire 
backward radiation reduction and maintain stable performance on body. Also planar 
structure is optimum to be integrated within clothes. Therefore, most antennas 
designed for wearable applications so far are textile patch antennas [3,4]. However, 
general microstrip patch antennas possess narrow bandwidth, and with the surface 
wave existing, the antenna efficiency can be very low. Hence the incorporation of an 
electromagnetic band gap (EBG) material to act as a high impedance surface is 
desirable. EBG provides an effective method to suppress surface wave and higher 
order harmonics propagation, as well as a great backward scattered radiation 
reduction. Although for textile material, as the dielectric constant is relatively low, 
surface wave is not a serious problem, the other advantages of EBG structures, like 
high-order harmonics suppression, antenna radiation patterns improvement, antenna 
size reduction [5], etc, are still of interest for wearable antenna applications. 
Two of the papers have incorporated single frequency electromagnetic band gap 
materials (EBGs) integrated into the wearable antenna designs [6], [7], and the EBG 
plane has shown a remarkable improvement on antenna performance over the 
conventional patch antenna. In this chapter, a simple dual band EBG structure will be 
introduced, as well as its reflection phase and EM wave suppression performances. 
The EBG structure is then integrated with the dual-band CPW fed fabric antenna as a 
high impedance ground plane, and the computational and experimental results will be 
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presented. And finally, the EBG antenna performance, with the comparison to a 
conventional slot patch antenna will be discussed. 
5.2 Dual-band Fabric Concentric Square EBG 
A very important feature of Electromagnetic Band-gap structures is the suppression of 
surface EM waves. Acting as a high impedance ground plane of the antenna, it helps 
to increase the antenna gain and reduce the back radiation. In this study, although 
surface wave rarely exists in our coplanar fabric antenna, the EBG plane can help 
reduce the interaction between the antenna and the body, enhance the antenna gain 
and directivity. Also for an antenna close to the body, the SAR values need to be 
controlled within the safe range. Therefore, to introduce an high impedance ground 
plane into our application is needed 
As described in Section 2.4, a lot of EBG structures have been developed to date for 
the purpose of increasing the band gap width and reducing the periodic size. For multi 
band application, multi band EBGs that have been developed include fractal EBGs 
[8], multi layered EBGs [9], interdigitated cells [10] and other multi resonant 
elements [11]. In this research, because of the restriction of the fabric materials, and 
also the difficulty in manufacturing, the simplest concentric square EBG structure 
becomes an optimum option. Although it was claimed [12] that mushroom like EBG 
can not provide good performance comparable with some complicated structures, its 
advantages like low cost, ease of fabrication, and reliability still gain the most 
attention. The high impedance dual frequency band-gap structure consists of 
concentric square elements previously found in FSS designs [13]. In this section, a 
dual-band entire fabric EBG structure will be presented and the results will be 
compared and discussed. 
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5.2.1 Dual-band Fabric EBG Structure 
Ideally for dual band EBGs, two distinct modes should be generated for each 
frequency band. A simple approach to the design of a dual band EBG is to use a 
double resonant structure like the concentric square EBG. Double resonance can be 
achieved by a square patch nested in a bigger square loop and printed on the substrate 
surface. It is comprised of a simple square patch surrounded by a square loop backed 
by a grounded dielectric substrate. A unit cell model of the structure is shown in 
Figure 5.1. The fabric material `felt' was chosen as the dielectric substrate in this 
design. Research [14] has shown that using a thicker substrate for an EBG plane can 
result in a smaller structure size and a wider bandwidth. However, massive elements 
are not convenient for on body applications. Therefore, two layers of felt which have 
a thickness of 2.2mm were employed, such that the thickness of the structure would 
not be too much for wearing, and it can offer a considerable bandwidth. Conductive 
parts, i. e. patch arrays and ground plane are made out of `Zelt' fabric. 
Note should be given that there is no via presence in this design. One reason is that for 
this entire fabric material structure, existence of vias will aggravate the difficulty of 
fabrication and reduce the worn flexibility. Secondly, studies [15,16] have found that 
planar EBGs without vias can work as HIS on antennas, and they are shown to 
possess both surface wave and reflection phase bandgaps. 
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Figure 5.1 Schematic diagram of front view of concentric square EBG 
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The resonances of this dual band EBG is mainly determined by the geometry. The 
transmission response creates two nulls at the reflection band corresponding to the 
inner square patch and outer loop [17]. The structure is designed so that the null 
points of the EBG reflection phase matches at 2.45GHz and 5.8GHz. The 
performance of the structure was computed using CST Microwave Studio, and the 
optimized dimensions for the concentric square EBG are depicted in Figure 5.1. 
Simulation has shown that increasing the gap g between each element raises the 
resonance at each band while increasing the elements length L L, lowers the 
resonant point at the corresponding band. The slot width s between the inner patch 
and the outer loop can be used to control the upper resonant band. 
The surface current flows at both frequencies are distributed in Figure 5.2. It is clear 
that more currents are induced in the outer loop at 2.45GI-Iz and the currents are 
concentrated in the inner patch at 5.8GHz. 
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Figure 5.2 Surface current flows for a single cell at 2.45GHz & 5.8GHz 
To investigate the high impedance bandgap of the EBG, a reflection phase model was 
established. A single cell of the EBG surface with periodic boundary conditions 
(PBC) on four sides is simulated to model an infinite size surface. A normal plane 
wave is launched to illuminate the structure and the EBG surface is chosen as the 
phase reference plane. This method has been explicitly explained in Chapter 2. The 
in-phase reflection feature of the EBG surface lies in a certain band of frequencies. 
The zero degree reflection phase defines the resonant point of the in-phase reflection. 
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And the useful band has been claimed to be from -90° to 90° on either side of the 
centre frequency [ 18]. Infinite size of the EBG surface is an ideal case, however in 
practice, the EBG is generally with limited number of cells. To observe the reflection 
phase difference from a finite size surface to the infinite size surface, a3x3 array 
structure is modelled in the software as well. A plane wave normal to the surface is 
launched and the open boundary is used in stead of using a periodic boundary 
conditions. 
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Figure 5.3 Simulated reflection phase of the concentric EBG 
The results of the computed reflection phase are shown in Figure 5.3. The design of 
an infinite size array offers high impedance at 2.44GHz and 5.75GHz with fractional 
bandwidths of 6.55% and 7.5%. The situation becomes more complicated when a 
finite size surface is observed at low frequencies. However the reflection phase 
responses only differ very little to the infinite arrays at the two resonances. From both 
cases, it is obvious that a sufficient bandwidth for the lower band is achieved while at 
the higher band, this design offers an acceptable bandwidth response. Note the 
reflection phase in Figure 5.3 only gives the response reflected phase of a plane wave 
normal to the surface of the HIS. When an antenna is excited on the top of the HIS, 
the wave illuminating on the surface is not necessarily normal. Wave with different 
incident angles were also simulated in the software, and it was found that the phase 
reflection at the surface is not very sensitive to the angle of the incidence. Therefore 
we only plot the normal incident wave reflection phase to show the EBG performance. 
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Figure 5.4 Front and side view of the dual-band fabric EBG structure 
Overall size: 120 x 120mm2, array: 3x3 cells 
Substrate: felt, thickness: 2.2mm 
Another distinctive perfonnance of an EBG array is that an EBG surface forbids the 
propagation of EM surface waves along its surface in its band gap region. It is 
important to determine the EM wave bandgap of an EBG so that they can be used to 
minimize the problem of surface waves in microstrip antennas. To experimentally 
verify the EM wave transmission behaviour of the concentric EBG, a3x3 cells array 
was fabricated. The overall dual-band EBG structure measures 120 x 120mm2, 
consisting of just 9 elements with each cell measuring 40 x 40mm2 and consisting of 
22 an outer square loop 36 x 36mm and inner square 17.5 x 17.5mm. The front and side 
views of the EBG arrays are shown in Figure 5.4. 
A suspended strip line over and EBG ground plane is used to test the transmission 
response of the EM waves. The method [ 19] has been explained in detail in Chapter 2. 
The S21 was measured by connecting the strip line through the EBG array above the 
surface to the two coaxial ports: one as an exciting source and the other as a matched 
load. The strip line width was set to be 10mm to match at 50 S2 above a 2mm air gap 
on a metal plane. It is expected that for frequencies within the band gap of the 
structure, the EBG ground plane will act as a high impedance plane which can block 
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the transmission of EM wave along the strip. While at the other frequency bands 
which are outside the high impedance band gap, the transmission of the power should 
be excellent. Therefore, the reduction of S21 at certain band of frequencies indicates 
the band gap position. Normally the band gap is defined as the frequency range within 
which S21 is less than -IOdB. 
Figure 5.5 shows the measured S21 of the EBG surface. The simulated phase response 
is also plotted for comparison. From the SZ, figure, we can see that the EM wave 
propagation remains flat at most frequencies, but drops by about 20-500 around 
2.38GHz and 6.13GHz, the -10dB gap width are 2.5% and 13.2%, which indicate the 
stop bands of the EM waves at each frequency band. The in-phase reflection predicts 
the zero phase reflection at 2.44GHz and 5.75GHz respectively. The reflection phase 
band gap is slightly different with the EM wave suppression band gap for the 
designed EBG structure. This is because the suspended strip supports a quasi TEM 
mode with the dominant electric field component normal to the ground plane, while 
the normally incident plane wave is associated with the tangential component of the 
electric field [191. 
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Figure 5.5 Comparison between simulated phase response and measured EM 
wave transmission bandgap for the concentric EBG array 
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5.2.2 Fabric Antenna on HIS Ground 
The EBG array is designed to act as a high impedance plane for the low profile 
antenna. It is expected to control the plane wave reflection phase and suppress surface 
waves as a high impedance plane. Specified to body centric network, the HIS ground 
is desired to reduce the backward scattering wave towards the body and possibly 
minimize the coupling between an antenna and other nearby wearing elements. 
This aspect of work combines the dual-band fabric CPW antenna with the 3x3 array 
fabric EBG. The antenna was mounted 1 mm above the EBG plane to make sure that 
the antenna feeding connector is not contact with the EBG surface. CST Microwave 
Studio was used to simulate the entire model and measurements were carried out with 
band gaps near 2.45GHz and 5.8GHz resulted. 
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Figure 5.6 Current distributions for fabric EBG antenna 
The simulated current distributions in the structure for the dual-band EBG antenna at 
two resonant frequencies are plotted in Figure 5.6. At the lower frequency band the 
predominant current excitation is found on the antenna and less so over the 3x3 array 
of the HIS. Even for an array of just 3x3 elements the current excitation over the HIS 
is relatively low, about 8dB down on the antenna peak excitation. At the high 
frequency band the current excitation is largely confined to the antenna and the 3 HIS 
elements along the feed plane with very low excitation of the remaining elements. 
This also shows the possibility of reducing the array size even further without 
affecting the wave shielding function of the EBG. 
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Figure 5.7 Fabricated dual-band fabric antenna on EBG plane 
Overall thickness< 4.5mm 
The fabricated EBG antenna model is shown in Figure 5.7. A ]mm rohacell 
(e1 =1.006) layer is employed as the air spacer between the antenna and the EBG 
plane. The overall thickness of the EBG antenna is 4.48mm, which is about 
0.036 A for the 2.45GHz band. The measurements were completed in two terms to test 
the stability of the structure. In the first term, thin sellotape was used to stick the 
structure and then the structure was sewn together by thread. Results have shown a 
good agreement with two configurations. 
When the antenna is combining with the HIS, there will be mutual impedance 
coupling between these two elements. The impedance coupling can cause resonance 
detuning. Thus in order to achieve the desired resonant bands, the antenna dimension 
is slightly modified when combining with the HIS. The simulation and measurement 
results of the return loss for the complete antenna/EBG combination are plotted in 
Figure 5.8. Both the simulation and the measurement show a bandwidth of 4% at the 
lower resonance band. The shift in the centre frequency is minor, and the percentage 
error is less than 3%. At the higher frequency band, the resonances are in broad 
agreement with the simulation and the measurement, while the bandwidth seems 
wider in the measurement result than that of the simulation. Compare the EBG 
antenna and the CPW antenna, the antenna alone resonates at the correct frequencies 
and the bandwidths were 17% at 2.45 GHz and 17.3% at 5.83 GHz at the -10 dB 
return loss points. On laying the antenna over the EBG material the bandwidths 
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reduced to 4.1% at 2.45 GHz and 11.9% at 5.8 GHz (5.41GHz - 6.13GHz) 
respectively. The reduction of the antenna bandwidth happens because when an 
antenna is working with an EBG plane, the bandgap of the EBG will dominant the 
wave propagation. 
Figure 5.8 also compares the reflection phase results for the EBG and the return loss 
of the dual-band EBG antenna. The resonances of the EBG antenna (2.45GHz & 
5.8GHz) slightly differ from the zero degree reflection phase points (2.44GHz & 
5.75GHz) of the EBG structure. Again this could be due to the impedance coupling of 
the two structures. Also the incident wave with different angles launched to the EBG 
surface could be another reason. The EBG array manufactured in this study has a size 
around 0.5 A4 HZ x 0.5 A2. «,,,, which is normally enough 
for antenna applications. 
And overall, the impedance matching bands of the antenna/EBG combination have 
achieved a broad agreement with the -90 to 90 degree reflection phase bandgap 
responses of the 3x3 EBG arrays. 
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Figure 5.8 Measured and simulated return loss for dual-band EBG antenna 
The radiation characteristics of the EBG antenna were also measured in the anechoic 
chamber. The results will be plotted in Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.12 with a comparison 
to a conventional microstrip antenna, and discuss will be given in section 5.2.4. 
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5.23 Dual-band Slots Patch Antenna 
As we mentioned before, researchers have found that planar antennas with big ground 
planes can bring a lot of benefit to body-centric communications. Not only can the 
ground plane minimize the backward scattering wave towards the body, but also the 
detuning of this type of antenna in the vicinity of body is slight. Single [20] and dual 
[21] resonance textile patch antennas have been developed in recent studies. These 
antennas are proved to have relatively low backward radiation, and the body specific 
absorption rates (SAR) are calculated to be low. However, impedance matching 
bandwidths of these antennas are poor. The antenna in [20] barely offers useful 
bandwidth when put adjacent to human torso at 2.45GHz. The dual-band E-shape 
textile antenna in [21] only provides a 3% -10dB bandwidth at 2.2GHz and 3.6% - 
6dB bandwidth at 3GHz. Moreover, instead of having a central lobe, the radiation 
pattern of the dual E antenna at the upper frequency band has two lobes, which is not 
preferable for a patch antenna. 
In order to verify the advantages of our dual-band textile antenna over HIS, in this 
section a dual-band planar patch antenna which works at 2.45GHz and 5.8GHz will 
be designed as a reference antenna. The antenna performance in terms of return loss 
and far-field patterns will be compared to the CPW antenna over HIS. 
Many techniques have been suggested to achieve dual frequency antenna operation. 
Generally, these can be subdivided into two categories: multi-resonator antennas and 
reactive loading antennas. Most of the multi-resonator antennas have multilayer 
structures [22,23], which are not preferable for wearable applications. The reactive- 
loading patch antenna consists of a single radiating element in which the double 
resonant behaviour can be obtained by connecting stub or cutting slots to the patch to 
change the current flow. A slot-loaded patch antenna was developed by Maci [24] to 
provide two useful frequency bands. The antenna has a simple and planar structure. 
The dual resonant behaviour of the antenna is achieved by cutting two narrow slots 
parallel to the patch edges, by tuning the dimensions and position of the slots, the 
higher mode (3d) current distribution can be modified to have a similar plot of the 
first mode. Therefore the two modes of operation show similar radiating properties. 
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The dual-band slot-loaded patch antenna in [24] was redesigned to work at WLAN 
bands (2.45GHz and 5.8GHz) in this project as a reference antenna. For consistency 
with the EBG array, the antenna was designed to have an overall size of 120 mm x 120 
mm, and the fabric materials felt (E, = 1.38) and zeit (a =1 e 106S/m) are used as the 
dielectric substrate and conducting elements respectively. The geometry and 
prototype of the antenna are shown in Figure 5.9. 
Figure 5.9 Geometry and prototype of dual-band slot patch antenna 
5.2.4 Results Comparison 
The measured return loss for the complete EBG/antenna combination is plotted in 
Figure 5.10 and compared with that for the CPW antenna alone. The return loss of the 
conventional dual frequency slot patch antenna is also shown for comparison. The slot 
patch antenna presents three fairly good matching resonances as expected. And the 
central of first and third resonant frequencies are corresponding to the desired WLAN 
bands at around 2.45GHz and 5.8GHz. However, the impedance bandwidths of the 
slot patch antenna are 2.5% and 4.6% at each band. Compare with the EBG antenna 
which has the bandwidths of 4.1% and 11.9%, the useful impedance matching 
bandwidths are reduced by 39% at 2.45GHz and 61% at 5.8GHz. The comparisons of 
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the central resonant frequencies and the bandwidths of the three antennas are listed in 
Table 5-1. 
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Figure 5.10 Measured return loss for CPW, EBG and slot patch antennas 
Table 5-1 Measured antenna resonant frequency and bandwidth comparison 
Antenna 2 2.4 Hz &SGHz ) Size (MM 
f Bandwidth Bandwidth 
CPW 55 x 55 2.41GHz 17% 5.83GHz 17.3% 
CPW/EBG 120x 120 2.44GHz 4.1% 5.78GHz 11.9% 
Slot atc6 120x 120 2.41GHz 2.5% 5.86GHz 4.6% 
Finally the radiation patterns of the textile EBG antenna and the CPW antenna 
measured at 2.45GHz and 5.8GHz are shown in Figure 5.11 and 5.12 for both E-plane 
and H-plane patterns. The measurements were carried out in the anechoic chamber 
with the same set up. For the EBG antenna, the location of the antenna at the centre of 
the EBG also of the turning table ensures that the pattern obtained is as symmetric as 
possible. The patterns of the slot patch antenna are also plotted as a reference. It can 
be seen that the high impedance ground plane has caused obvious changes in antenna 
directivity. The EBG plane leads to a significant front to back ratio increasing and a 
higher maximum gain. And for wearable applications, the backward radiation towards 
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the body is desired to be reduced as much as possible. This has been well verified by 
our EBG antenna at both frequencies. For both E and H planes, the CPW antenna 
without the EBG backing has a dipole like radiation pattern and hence radiated into 
the body quite significantly. Placing the EBG behind the antenna considerably 
reduces the back radiation by at least 13 dB while improving the gain by up to 3 dB in 
a direction away from the body thus demonstrating the benefits of an EBG based 
antenna. Most importantly, the benefits of the EBG arrays can be achieved without 
vias existing and for a small size of just 9 elements. 
The slot patch antenna shows a very similar E plane radiation pattern to the EBG 
antenna at the lower frequency band. For the H-plane, both antennas obtained a good 
front to back ratio, nevertheless, the slot patch offers a slightly lower maximum gain, 
and a narrower beam width. At 5.8GHz, the situation for the slot patch antenna is 
much worse. The whole power level attenuated badly. Although by introducing the 
slots, the current distribution is supposed to vary and provide a similar pattern like the 
lower frequency band, a measured three lobe pattern was shown along the E plane of 
the patch. For H plane, although there is no obvious side lobe, the received power 
level is too low to compare with that of the EBG antenna. 
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Figure 5.11 Measured radiation patterns at 2.45GHz 
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Table 5-2 Measured gain, half power beamwidtb and front-to-back ratio for the 
dual-band CPW, EBG and slot antennas 
Gain (dBi) -3dB Beamwidth Front to back ratio (dB) Antenna (H-plane) (H-Plaae) 
2.45GHz 5.8GHz 2.4SGH 5.8GHz 2.45GH S. SGHz 
CPW 3.87 5.177 86° 56° -1.8 1.7 
CPW/EBG 6.438 7.599 67° 52° 17.4 16.1 
Slot patch 5.184 -0.303 59° 62° 18.1 6. '_ 
Table 5-2 summarizes the maximum gain, half power beamwidth and the front to 
back ratio of the CPW, EBG and the slot patch antennas at each frequency band. The 
antenna gain was measured by the `Gain-Transfer' method, which was explained in 
detail in chapter 4.2. A standard gain horn antenna was employed as the gain 
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reference antenna. The EBG antenna appears to have the most directivity 
enhancement. It has achieved a 2.6dB (2.45GHz) and 2.4dB (5.8GHz) gain over the 
CPW antenna, and compare with the conventional patch antenna, these become to 
1.3dB and 7.9dB respectively. 
The front to back ratio explains that the ratio of the foreside radiating power to that of 
the backward. A greater front to back ratio represents a better wave shielding from the 
body, and it is preferable for on body communications. Compare with the CPW 
antenna, the EBG has proved this performance extensively. The slot patch antenna has 
a slight higher frontto-back ratio compare to the EBG antenna at 2.45GHz. However, 
it gets very poor at the upper frequency band and not comparable to the EBG antenna. 
The comparison between the beam widths of the antennas shows that the three 
antennas do not have distinct difference on beam width. 
From the summary in Table 5-2, it can be found that the technique of EBG integration 
can enhance the gain, directivity of the antenna, decrease the beam width and 
maintain good front to back power ratio cross the frequency range. Also, improved 
radiation pattern control and bandwidth can been obtained for the dual band EBG 
antenna when compared to the conventional patch antenna. 
5.3 Dual-band triangular antenna on EBG 
The dual-band triangular antenna described in Chapter 4.3 was also tested on the 
concentric EBG plane, and the results in terms of return loss and radiation patterns are 
plotted in Appendix D. 
Compared to the antenna alone, the presence of the EBG ground plane has reduced 
the bandwidths at both resonant bands but still adequate at 5% for 2.45GHz and more 
than 20% for 5GHz. The measured radiation patterns at 2.45GHz, 5.2GHz and 
5. SGHz have also shown the benefits of an EBG based antenna. There is significant 
gain improvement in a direction away from the body and back radiation reduction at 
each measured frequency band. 
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5.4 Conclusion 
For wearable applications, as the antenna is meant to operate in the vicinity of the 
body, it needs to provide with a ground plane to shield the body from the radiation. 
Electromagnetic Band Gap structure as a new concept has been proved to have a lot 
of advantages when working with antennas. For on body networks, the EBG array can 
act as a high impedance ground plane for wearable antennas to stop the radiation 
toward the body and improve antenna performances. 
This chapter has presented a simple design structure for dual-band high impedance 
electromagnetic band gap materials. The simple structure reduces the difficulties of 
manufacturing the fabric material significantly, and it increases the accuracy of the 
cutting dimensions. The combination of the antenna and the EBG are conformal and 
manufactured from flexible materials that arc readily hidden or sewn into items of 
clothing. 
A detailed analysis of compact EBG antenna has been undertaken. The result has 
demonstrated a considerable good integration with a wearable coplanar antenna and 
an EBG surface that operates at two frequency bands of interest for wireless network 
communications. Although the EBG ground plane reduces the impedance bandwidth 
of the original coplanar antenna, the EBG antenna still offers 4.1% and 11.9% 
bandwidths for the WLAN bands, which are quite enough for the real application. In 
addition, the EBG plane introduces 2.6dB and 2.4dB gain over the CPW antenna in 
the front direction, and reduces the back radiation significantly. 
A dual-band slot patch antenna as a reference antenna has been measured and 
compared to the EBG antenna. Results have demonstrated that the EBG antenna has 
advantages over the slot patch antenna on both the impedance matching and the 
radiation characteristics. The EBG antenna provides useful impedance bandwidths as 
nearly twice of the patch antenna, and most importantly, it is capable to maintain a 
rather good monopolar pattern at high frequency operating band. 
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Chapter 6 
Antenna and EBG under On-body Environment 
6.1 Introduction 
The human body presents a very challenging environment for wearable antennas that 
need to communicate efficiently, not only because of the complexity and 
inhomogeneous nature of body, but also because of the dynamic conditions that the 
antennas might encounter. Apart from the serious interaction between the antenna and 
the body, other situations, like bending and moisturizing can also affect antenna 
performance. To demonstrate antenna performance in the dynamic body environment, 
the fabric CPW antenna as well as the EBG is tested under a few conditions: bending, 
washing, coupling and on body. Analysis will be focused on antenna impedance 
matching and radiation characteristics under these conditions and discussion will be 
given in this chapter. 
When a textile antenna is integrated into a garment, the patch might bend. To evaluate 
how much bending might affect the antenna performance, several experiments have 
been undertaken in this project. The bending gauge models the real situation of 
antenna location on a human arm, leg or shoulder. Two different radii of curvature are 
employed, and the impedance matching and radiation characteristics are both tested. 
The effect of the presence of human body lossy tissue on the antenna performance and 
the dependence of the antenna characteristics on distance and location on the body 
have been analysed and numerically investigated in [1]. Studies have found that 
antennas with backing ground plane generally provide the necessary components to 
achieve optimised performance, such as a monopole. In other antennas, like dipoles, 
the resonance is detuned when close to the body. Most of the data presented so far is 
computational; only a few measurements have been done on a real person. In this 
chapter, antenna performance is investigated on a real human body in teens of return 
losses and radiation patterns which are discussed and analysed. 
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For wearable applications, antennas have the possibility of being exposed under rain 
or snow. To make sure the antenna can work properly under wet conditions is a big 
challenge for designers. As for this project, fabric materials are preferentially chosen, 
to test the antenna and EBG performance under damp situations is necessary. Since it 
is difficult to model the damp condition in a software environment, groups of 
measurements are carried out to give a full analysis. 
Furthermore, in the future personal communications, two or more antennas might be 
worn and activated on the body at the same time, thus coupling between elements can 
cause serious problems. The causes of coupling are complicated and the solutions are 
multiple. In this project, coupling between antenna pairs on the body are studied. Both 
simulation and measurements are completed, and it is found that the EBG ground 
plane can offer a great benefit of reducing the interference between antenna elements. 
Finally the Specific Absorption Rate (SAR) which aids the quantitative study of 
power absorption issues, as an essential factor of near body communication, is 
studied. A liquid phantom which is filled with a liquid that has the same electrical 
characteristics as the tissues in the human body is employed in the measurement. The 
method uses direct measurement of the electric fields inside the phantom with a small 
probe, and provides a straightforward outcome of the test. Thus it is commonly used 
for SAR evaluations. A CPW antenna with and without an EBG ground plane are 
both measured and a comparison is made based on the results. Simulation is also 
carried out in CST Microwave Studio, which provides a comprehensive technique to 
calculate the electromagnetic field. To calculate the peak SAR values based on l gram 
and 10gram tissues, two types of human torso models are constructed in the software. 
One model simulates the liquid phantom used in the measurements, and the other 
gives a stratified elliptical cylinder with different physical tissues of the human body 
trunk. Analysis is focused on the effect of the presence of the EBG ground plane, as 
well as the distance of the antenna from the human body. 
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6.2 Bending Gauge 
Antenna's performance under bending conditions is one of the important factors for 
wearable applications. Under an on-body environment it is difficult to keep antenna in 
a flat condition especially for elements made of fabric materials. Therefore, it is 
necessary to model a bending set up to test the antenna performance. In order to 
evaluate the antenna and EBG functions on a bending set up that resembles a worn 
environment, two polystyrene cylinders (with relative permittivity close to air) are 
employed with diameter of 80mm and 140mm respectively, corresponding 
approximately to the typical size of a human arm and leg. Figure 6.1 shows the dual- 
band fabric antenna bending on a cylinder in the measurement. And the antenna and 
EBG are bent around the cylinder along two principal planes, E and H plane. 
I.. S f. M (a) Along H-plane (b) along E-plane 
Figure 6.1 Antenna under bending gauge 
I 
ý\ 
The return losses were tested using a HP8720 network analyzer. In order to keep the 
setup stable, the antenna and EBG are fixed on the cylinder by using very thin 
sellotape at each corner. A very thin semi-rigid cable with SMA connectors is used 
for the connection. The measured return losses of the bent dual-band coplanar fabric 
antenna and EBG-antenna are plotted in Figure 6.2 and Fig 6.3 respectively. The 
values of the tested flat antenna/EBG in flat condition are also plotted for comparison. 
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Figure 6.3 Measured S11 of dual-band EBG antenna bending 
From the figures we can see that for the CPW antenna, which is compact in size 
compared to the cylinders, the resonance remains stable when bent. It also shows 
good bandwidth stability for both bands in Figure 6.2. It is observed that bending 
along the E-plane has a bit more effect on antenna performance compared to H-plane 
Dual-band EBG antenna flat 
EBG antenna bending-E (140mm) 
EBG antenna bending-H (140mm) 
EBG antenna bending-E (80mm) 
EBG antenna bending-H (80mm) 
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which is due to the bending direction along the strip line. This result is in good 
agreement with previous studies [2] [3]. 
The dual-band EBG coplanar antenna also has good performance under bending 
conditions. Compared to the principle E-plane bending, the H-plane bending still has 
a minor effect on antenna performance. It is noticed that in the EBG antenna case, the 
more the structure is bent, i. e., around a smaller diameter, the more changes it can 
cause, and this can be due to the relatively large size of the EBG plane. In terms of 
input-match bandwidth, as the gap between elements might be enlarged, a slightly 
broader bandwidth deviation is obtained after bending. 
The radiating performance of antenna and EBG bending were also studied. Figure 6.4 
shows the bending measurement setup in the anechoic chamber. For the radiation 
measurement, only one bending direction is observed for each radiating plane, which 
is bending along the H plane for H-plane pattern measurement and bending along the 
E plane for E-plane pattern measurement. The measured radiation patterns for 2.45 
GHz and 5.8GHz are plotted in Figure 6.5. 
Figure6.4 Antenna-bending measurement setup in anechoic chamber 
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It can be seen from the figures that both the CPW and the EBG antenna retain good 
radiating performance. It is also observed that the antenna radiating characteristic is 
rarely affected by the curvature of bending. The patterns are quite comparable when 
mounted on different diameter cylinders, although for H-plane patterns it is observed 
that the EBG antenna has a slightly higher back radiation on the small cylinder than 
bending on the big cylinder, and this is caused by the greater bending curvature of the 
EBG plane on the thin cylinder. Due to the fact that the bent EBG and antenna 
structures are facing in wider directions under measurement, bent antenna patterns are 
less directional for both CPW and EBG antennas as compared to their patterns when 
flat. Table 6-1 summarizes the half power beam width comparison for different 
bending conditions. It is clear that the -3dB beam has been broadened by the action of 
bending. Generally, comparing with the patterns measured when flat, the bending 
directions (according to E-plane and H-plane in the figure) have a very little influence 
on antennas performance. The EBG antenna under bending conditions still generates a 
considerable gain in the front direction and reduces the back radiation significantly. 
Table 6-1 Half-power beamwidth comparison of the bending effect 
condition 
2.45GHz half-power 
beamwidth 
5.8GHz half power 
beamwidth 
CPW 61' " 
antenna Bendong(BOmm) 7-50 " 86* 570 
. 
EBG Flat 52* 660 570 49* 
antenna Omm) " 104* " 66* =Bemm) 
930 90! 106* gr 
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6.3 On body performances 
The human body as a complex dielectric material has very serious interactions with 
antennas in proximity. As for mobile handsets, plenty of studies [41 have been 
devoted to the human head-antenna interactions. However, for future wearable 
antenna applications, the antennas will probably be integrated within cloth or be 
placed in the vicinity of the human torso. Therefore, some positions on body, like 
arm, shoulder should also be studied. In this section, the CPW and the EBG antennas 
are measured on selected locations on a real human body. The impedance match 
performance and the radiation characteristics in the vicinity of the human body will be 
discussed. 
Three typical positions are selected for the measurement, thigh, arm and back. Figure 
6.6 shows the set up of dual band EBG-coplanar antennas mounting on the cloth of 
thigh and back. The set up is also mounted around the arm directly on the skin. 
10 
Figure 6.6 Dual-band EBG antenna mounting on the thigh and back 
Figure 6.7 shows the measured impedance matching results for the dual-band CPW 
fabric antenna on different positions of body and in free space. Due to the coplanar 
structure of the antenna, the human body is acting as a new complex layer of 
substrate, therefore mounting the antenna directly on body causes a dramatically 
mismatch in the antennas performance. In this case, the interaction between the 
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antenna and the body is severe, and it is necessary to find a solution to reduce the 
body influence. 
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Figure 6.8 Measured S, I of EBG antenna in the presence of human body 
To introduce an EBG ground plane is a good solution to solve the interaction between 
the antenna and the body. In contrast to the CPW antenna, the EBG antenna performs 
very well in all the cases on body as shown in Figure 6.8. Especially when the antenna 
is mounted on the back, the resonant frequencies hardly changes (<0.5% at 2.45GHz 
and <1% at 5.8GHz). This means the EBG plane has formed a good isolation layer 
between the antenna and the body. When the EBG antenna is placed on the thigh and 
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arm, there is a slight resonant shift at the upper frequency (90MHz on thigh, 120MHz 
on arm) which are 1.5% and 2% corresponding to the resonant frequency, and this is 
because of the bending behaviour caused by the curved structure of the arm and leg. 
The figure shows a quite good agreement of the EBG antenna on three positions. It is 
obvious that the EBG brings a big advantage of achieving high level resonant 
frequency stability. The details about the resonant central frequencies and bandwidth 
are listed in Table 6-2. It is noticed that when the CPW antenna is tested on the body, 
the bandwidth broadens significantly. This is because a large amount of energy is 
absorbed by the body tissue rather than reflected back. The bandwidth of the EBG 
antenna is also found slightly wider on arm and on leg than in free space and on back. 
Again, this could be due to the fact that the body still causes some influence on the 
antenna radiation because of the finite size of the EBG plane. Also the bending 
behaviour might enlarge the gap width between EBG array elements. The reduced 
capacitance contributes to the wider bandwidth. 
Table 6-2 Comparison of frequency bands of antennas on body 
Antenna F GHz 
Position CPW Antenna Antenna/EBG 
2.4 Hz 5.86 Hz 2.45GHz 5,8(; Hz 
Free space 2.41 5.83 2.44 5.8 
Thi h jeans 2.08 4.90 2.47 5.89 
Arm kin 4.36 2.44 5.92 
Back 1.84 2.44 5.80 
Bandwidth 
CPW Antenna Antenna/EBG 
2.45GHz 5.8GHz 2.45GHz 5.8GHz 
Free s ace 17% 17.3% 3% 10% 
Thi h jeans 20.2% 39.2% 2.5% I I. 9% 
Arm(skin) 47.5% 3.7% 13.2% 
Back 29.3% 3% 10.3% 
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The radiating characteristics of antenna in the vicinity of the human body are also 
measured in the wide range anechoic chamber at the Sheffield University Buxton site. 
The set up of the measurement is shown in Figure 6.9. In order to keep the antenna in 
a stable situation under test, the mounting position was chosen to be on the chest, and 
the cable can be hold by hand at a lower position. The person is standing in the centre 
of the turn table, facing the transmitting antenna as a reference to 0 degree in the 
patterns. 
Figure 6.9 Measurement set up for antenna on body in anechoic chamber 
Because of the limitations at the measurement site, only 2.45GHz far-field radiation 
patterns are tested. Moreover, the dual-band slot patch antenna described in Section 
5.2.3 is also measured under the same setup to make a comparison. The radiation scan 
results are plotted in Figure 6.10. The slight asymmetry in the E plane is due to the 
effect of the cable and the arm rising on one side of the body during the measurement. 
For these three antennas, as the CPW antenna is placed on the body without a back 
ground plane, the power is absorbed by the body seriously especially the backward 
radiation. Therefore, the entire radiated power is very weak. This can be proved by the 
maximum power difference between the CPW and the EBG antenna. In free space, 
the EBG antenna has achieved a 3-4dB directive gain over the CPW antenna (chapter 
5.2.4), while this gain has risen to 7-8dB in the vicinity of human body. Compare all 
the three antennas, the EBG antenna has the best power reception, as well as the 
greatest front to back ratio. The dual band slot patch antenna attains some gain over 
the CPW antenna as well, however, as the poor impedance match performance, more 
power is reflected back at the port, and the radiating performance on the body is not 
comparable to the antenna/EBG combination. 
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6.4 Washing 
Wearable fabric antennas are supposed to be integrated into our daily clothing for 
personal communication. Therefore there is the possibility of it getting wet in the rain 
or snow. As the materials we used for both antenna and EBG fabrication are not water 
proof, it is important and necessary to test the performance of the antenna after 
washing as well as the EBG structure. However it is probable that the antennas could 
be water proofed by covering them in a thin plastic coating. 
When a fabric material gets wet, water penetrates into the material fibres. Still water 
has a very high relative permittivity of around 80, which indicates the wet material 
can have a much higher dielectric constant than in dry conditions. Plus any fabric can 
be expected to shrink about I to 3 percent after being dried. The shrinkage of the 
fabric is material dependant, normally manufactured fibres will shrink the least, and 
natural fibres the most. Therefore, even when the material is dried from damp, the 
original properties might change. 
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Figure 6.11 Measured return loss of CPW antenna wet 
7 
The measured return losses of the CPW antenna under wet conditions are presented in 
Figure 6.11. The antenna is subjected to hand washing twice before being dried. The 
structure is measured before washing, after washing and when very wet and damp, 
and finally when dry again. It can be seen from the figure that when wet the 
performance deteriorates dramatically as expected, the resonances changing with the degree 
of saturation when the antenna is fully wet. The higher dielectric constant of the water 
dominates antenna's performance by reducing resonant frequency. If fabric antennas 
are used near the skin, the aspect of wetness of the fabric becomes more important. 
When it is nearly dry, because there is still some moisture inside the material, the 
relative permittivity can be still higher than the original, therefore, both of the 
resonant bands move downward. It is also found that the property of the conductive 
material `Zelt' does not change when it is dry again, while the substrate material `felt' 
shrinks a very little (about 3.6%). Thus for the antennas performance, the bands have 
only a very slight shift after drying (about 30MHz at 5.8GHz while it is imperceptible 
at 2.45GHz). Although the antenna performance is not affected much after drying, the 
situation is still serious when it is wet. Therefore, in the future research, the antenna 
under wet conditions should be taken into account more seriously. Either water proof 
materials can be selected, or the antenna should be shielded from the rain. 
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Figure 6.12 Measured return loss of EBG antenna wet 
The CPW antenna with EBG ground plane under wet conditions was also measured. 
Similar outcomes have been obtained as shown in Figure 6.12. With a general EBG 
array, when the permittivity of the substrate is increasing, the response band position 
should move down and the bandwidth should be reduced [5]. However, from the 
brown dotted curve in the figure we can see that when the EBG antenna is damp, the 
centre frequencies for both the 2.45 and 5.8GHz bands are falling off, while the 
bandwidth is broadening. This is happening to the CPW antenna as well (Figure 6.12). 
This can be explained by the fact that the loss properties of the materials change when 
water exists. Unlike pure water is lossless, the water in our normal life or the rain is 
very lossy. Therefore, part of the power is absorbed by the material and leads to a 
lower power reflection. The bands shift back when the structure is dry again, however 
the bandwidth is decreased because of the EBG array gap width reduction caused by 
the substrate shrinking. 
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Figure 6.13 Radiation patterns comparison of dry and damp antennas 
Finally the radiation patterns for the damp antenna were measured with and without 
the EBG where there was no apparent change in resonant frequency and these are 
plotted in Figure 6.13. At 2.45GHz, the damp combination has less gain (2 dB) but 
the overall radiation pattern remains acceptable and hence damp conditions may not 
significantly affect the overall performance of the antenna. However, it gets more 
serious for the higher frequency band. At 5.8GHz, the average gain drops about 7-8dB 
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for both principle planes, and the directivity of the antenna becomes unstable. One of 
the reasons can be the resonant shift at the higher band is more obvious when the 
antenna is damp. Also, this can indicate that at higher frequency, the antenna is more 
sensitive to the lossy damp material. 
6.5 Coupling 
When two antennas are near each other, whether one or both are transmitting or 
receiving, some of the energy for antenna one will probably couple to the other one. 
This phenomenon is called `Mutual Coupling [6]'. Energy coupled between elements 
can alter the original current distribution, therefore antenna impedance and radiation 
characteristics will change. For wireless body area networks, there is the possibility 
that several antennas working at the same time close to each other. Hence, it is desired 
to reduce the interference as much as possible. 
Research [7] has shown that coupling between two or more antenna elements are 
mainly dependant on the position of one element relative to the other. In the case of 
microstrip antennas, the elements can be placed collinearly along their principle E- 
plane or H-plane. And in general, mutual coupling is mainly due to the fields that 
exist along the air-dielectric interface. The fields can be decomposed to space waves, 
higher order waves, surface waves and leaky waves. For wire antennas, like dipoles, 
coupling can be analysed into side by side configuration and collinear configuration 
[8]. According to the CPW fabric antenna studied in this thesis, the coupling position 
can be aligned into face to face, as shown in Figure 6.14 (left) or side-by-side. For 
side-by-side elements, the position alignment can be considered in E-plane (Figure 
6.14 (middle)) when the elements are positioned collinearly along the E-plane or H- 
plane (Figure 6.14 (right)) when the elements are positioned collinearly along the H- 
plane. S is the edge-to-edge separation. 
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Figure 6.14 Position arrangements of patch antennas 
In this section, computed and tested coupling between the dual-band CPW fabric 
antenna and the EBG will be presented. Measurements have been carried out both in 
free space and on body, and as H plane alignment is the most common practical 
situation, therefore the results for H-plane arrangement as an example will be 
discussed in detail. 
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Figure 6.15 Calculated H-plane coupling between two antennas 
Figure 6.15 shows the relationship between the mutual coupling and the spacing 
s/A0 for H-plane coupling. The result is calculated by CST microwave studio. Two 
identical dual-band CPW fabric antennas are both excited, and the first resonant 
frequency 2.45GHz is observed. From the figure we can see, the coupling level drops 
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gradually with the increase of elements separation. The S21 level dropped 
approximately by 15dB when two antennas separate from the zero to a wavelength 
distance. 
For normal patch antennas, the existing of surface wave is generally the dominant 
reason of causing serious coupling. The introduction of EBG plane will show its 
advantage of surface wave suppression, and such that reduce the coupling 
considerably. As for CPW fed patch antennas, the field distribution and radiation 
performance is more like a dipole antenna, but the maximum radiating direction is in 
the plane normal to the antenna surface, therefore the coupling between two antennas 
sit side by side is not serious. However, as the EBG plane can enhance the antenna 
directivity, there is possibility of reducing mutual coupling between two antennas 
when they are placed side by side. The measured S21 of two excited CPW antennas 
collinearly positioned on their H-planes in free space is plotted in Figure 6.16. In 
order to evaluate the effect of EBG ground plane presence, the spacing s is fixed to a 
certain value of 65mm, such that the two 3x3 EBG cells are just next to each other. 
The measured couplings in H-plane between two antennas with EBGs are plotted in 
Fig 6.16 as well. The measurements are compared both in free space and on body 
trunk. 
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Figure 6.16 Measured H-plane coupling for proposed antennas and EBGs 
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The measured S21 values are plotted in Figure 6.16. Apart from the CPW antenna 
which is detuned on the body, other antennas have their strongest coupling at around 
2.45GHz which refers to the first resonant frequency. As for 5.8GHz, because of the 
relative much smaller wavelength, and the antenna radiating characteristic has more 
directivity, the coupling is not as strong as that of the fast resonance. 
It is obvious that the coupling between antennas in free space is higher than all the 
other cases. At the first resonant frequency of 2.45GHz, the coupling reaches the 
highest level of S21 close to -24dB. The presence of the EBG plane has reduced this 
level by about 8dB. This is because of the fact that the EBG plane has introduced 
more directivity to the antenna, and it also suppressed the wave travelling along the 
surface. Through the measured frequency range, the S21 level reduces about l OdB on 
average for the EBG antennas as compared to the CPW antennas in free space. 
Moreover, there is a good agreement between the results of antenna with EBG in free 
space and antenna with EBG on body, which means that the EBG provides a 
considerable shielding function between the antenna and the body, and the interaction 
between the antenna and the human body has been reduced to minimum. The red 
dotted curve in the figure represents the coupling between two identical CPW 
antennas on body. The noticeable drop in the S21 level is mainly caused by the fact 
that human body absorbs some of the energy, thus the power radiated and received by 
the antenna is much reduced. Furthermore, the human body caused band mismatch 
can be another reason. 
6.6 Specific Absorption Rate (SAR) 
Wearable fabric antennas are designed for on body communications, which means 
that the antenna needs to be operating in the vicinity of the human body. Therefore, 
the Specific Absorption Rate (SAR) is an essential factor to evaluate when the 
antenna is excited on the body. 
The Specific Absorption Rate (SAR) is defined as the rate at which RF energy is 
imparted to a unit of mass of a biological body. The SAR value is normally described 
in units of watts per kilogram (W/Kg) and it can be expressed as 
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SAR = Ems, " (6-1) 
P 
where SAR = local specific absorption rate in W/kg 
Ewt = total field strength in V/m 
a= conductivity in S/m 
p= equivalent tissue density in kg/m3 
Research has been done including the whole body averaged SAR [9], the interaction 
between mobile handset and the human head [4], dipole, patch and CPW UWB 
antennas on different positions of the body [10]-[11]. The Federal Communications 
Commission (FCC) has adopted limits for safe exposure to RF energy produced by 
mobile devices and requires that mobile phone antennas in the U. S. have a SAR level 
at or below 1.6 watts per kilogram (W/kg) taken over a volume of I gram of tissue. In 
the EU the corresponding limit is 2 W/kg taken over a volume of 10 grams [12]. 
In this section, the SAR measurement and simulation based on fabric antennas and 
EBGs will be discussed. The measurement part was carried out at Loughborough 
University. As the system was only calibrated at GSM bands (900MHz and 
1800MHz), the antenna and EBG which work at WLAN bands are not capable to be 
measured directly. Therefore, a single band CPW fabric antenna which works at 
1800MHz was designed to complete the measurement as well as a3x3 cells EBG 
array. The model was then built and the computational results and the measured data 
are compared. Based on the results at 1800MHa, the model was used to calculate the 
SAR values for the WLAN antenna and EBG in CST, and conclusions will be made 
in end of this section. 
6.6.1 SAR Measurement 
The SAR measurements were processed by the Dosimetric Assessment System 
(DASY4) at Loughborough University. The system structure is shown in Figure 6.17. 
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Fig 6.17 DASY4 system structure 1131 
DASY4 [13] is a professional system supplied by Schmidt & Partner Engineering 
(SPEGA) of Zurich, Switzerland. It can provide precise SAR measurements by 
evaluating all real-time field data and surface detection inside the standard tissue 
simulating liquids. The system is based on a high precision 6-axis robot (with a 
working range greater that 1.1 m), which positions the SAR measurement probes with 
a positional repeatability of better than ±0.02 mm. The probe is specially designed 
and calibrated for use in liquids with high permittivity. 
The SAM twin phantom is used to model the human body in the measurement. It has 
a 2mm thick fiberglass shell building into three measurement areas: left hand and 
right hand parts simulating the head and the centre flat phantom modeling the body. 
During the measurement, the shell is filled with a glycol-water based liquid which 
represents the average material properties of the body. The glycol-water based liquids 
use organic solvents to decrease the water permittivity. With water, glycol and salt 
almost any parameters are possible. The liquid properties at 1800MHz are listed in 
Table 6-3 [13]. 
Table 6-3 The glycol-water based liquid parameters 
Liquid type: HSL 1800-F 
Ingredient weight [g] weight [%] 
Frequency 
[MHz] 
Relative 
Permittivity 
Conductivit 
y [S/ml 
Water 552.42 55.24 
DGBE 444.52 44.45 1800 40 1.4 
Salt 3.06 0.31 
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The antenna/EBG is fixed to the centre of flat section shell of the SAM-twin phantom. 
Figure 6.18 (a) and (b) show the bottom and top view of the setup. The CPW antenna 
and the EBG antenna are measured separately to make a comparison. Note that when 
measuring the CPW antenna, a space of 4.5mm (Rohacell layer e, =1.006) is inserted 
between the antenna and the shell in order to make it comparable to the situation of 
the EBG grounded. 
1 "1 
I) 
Figure 6.18 (a) Bottom view of the SAR measurement setup 
(b) Top view of the SAR measurement setup 
The procedure for spatial peak SAR evaluation has been implemented according to 
the IEEE1529 standard. It can be conducted for Ig and 10 g, as well as for user- 
specific masses. Two main steps are executed to accomplish the evaluation: 
"A fast area scan in two dimensions to find the area of high field values. This will 
locate the approximate location of the local peak SAR values. 
"A further 3-D scan is performed in a cube with the volume of 30mm3(7x7x7 
points). The cube is built based on the maximum selected area at the first step. 
The measured volume must include the Ig and 10 g cubes with the highest 
averaged SAR values. For this purpose, the center of the measured volume is 
aligned to the interpolated peak SAR value of a previously performed area scan. 
In this step, the entire 3-D field values are measured within the high resolution 
grid. 
The spatial-peak SAR within masses of Ig and lOg can therefore be calculated from 
Equation (6-1). Field distributions and the peak SAR cubes of the antenna/with EBG 
are shown in Figure 6.19 and 6.20, in which the two red frame boxes are 
corresponding to peak 1g and l Og tissues. From the field distributions we can see that 
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the peak field of the CPW antenna is concentrated around the centre of the phantom, 
which is also the centre of the antenna, while the highest values shift to the edge of 
the EBG when the antenna is ground by the EBG arrays. And this can be verified by 
the calculated field distributions presented in next section. 
7 
Figure 6.19 Field distribution and the peak SAR cube of the CPW antenna 
. 90", 
Figure 6.20 Field distribution and the peak SAR cube of the EBG antenna 
The measured SAR values for fabric antenna with/out EBG are listed in Table 6-4. 
The results are normalized to the standard Iwatt power input. As it is expected, the 
antenna itself generates huge radiation towards the body. While by adding the EBG 
ground, the SAR values are reduced by 93% and 95% respectively, and the IEEE 
SAR standards for both Ig and l Og tissues can then be satisfied. 
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Table 6-4 Measured SAR values at 1800MHz 
Peak SAR values at 1800MHz(normalized to 1W Input power)-W/Kg 
1 gram tissue 10 gram tissue 
Coplanar fabric antenna 12.87 7.96 
EBG coplanar fabric antenna 0.90 0.42 
6.6.2 Simulation 
CST MICROWAVE STUDIO offers whole-body-averaged and local SAR values. 
The antenna and the human body can be modeled in the software, and the particular 
parameters can be specified to each individual material. By setting up a proper 
meshing property, CST can calculate the entire field within the computational 
boundary. Thus typical local SAR values can be obtained in tissue masses of around 
lOg specified by the Telecommunication Technology Council Agenda, whereas the 
value of Ig is adopted by ANSUIEEE of the United States. 
Because the SAR values of WLAN band antennas can not be measured, a relevant 
precise simulation can be proceed to predict the results. In this section, the simulation 
at 1800MHz will be introduced first, and the results will be compared with those of 
the measurement The WLAN antenna and EBG will be calculated base on the 
1800MHz model, such that the results can predict the real test. 
6.6.2.1 1800MHz antenna/EBG 
A two layer rectangular model is built in the software to represent the human body, as 
shown in Figure 6.21. The size of the model is 50x 30x 15cm3, which is approximate 
to the entire size of the SAM phantom in measurement. The top layer is 2mm thick to 
model the phantom shell, and the relative parameters are set to: c, = 3.5 
loss tan 8=0.02 , density p =1000 kg/m' . The bottom layer is to stand for the liquid, 
which has the dielectric parameters listed in Table 6-3 at 1800MHz. The structure 
under test is located in the centre of the body shell surface. The antenna has a 4.5mm 
space from the body and the EBG is directly on the body surface. 
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Figure 6.21 Human man model and EBG antenna in simulation 
The simulated field distribution for both the CPW and EBG antenna are shown in 
Figure 6.22. Red colour in the plot indicates the highest field strength. It can be seen 
that the strongest field for the CPW antenna locates in the centre of the antenna, 
which is well agreed with the measured result in Figure 6.19. For the EBG antenna, 
the peak values are at the two EBG edges which are different to that of the 
measurement. This is due to the connector and cable effect in the measurement. There 
might be some power leaking from the connector and the cable, therefore the highest 
field shows at the edge which is close to the feed point of the antenna. 
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Figure 6.22 Field strength for CPW and EBG antenna in simulation 
EBG antenna on body 
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The simulated SAR values are listed in Table 6-5 with a comparison of the measured 
results. The EBG antenna has reduced SAR by 95.9% for I gram and 95.7% for 10 
gram tissues in simulation. This has a very good agreement with the measurement. 
The overall SAR values are slightly lower from simulation than those of the 
measurement. lt can be due to the approximate phantom size modelled in the 
simulation, besides, unlike the ideal environment in software, the condition under 
measurement is more complicated. Effect of the connectors, cables, surrounding 
devices and temperature are also need to be taken into account. 
Table 6-5 Simulated and Measured SAR comparison 
Peak SAR values WIKg. a comparison between simulation and measurement 
1800MHz 
6.6.2.2 WLAN antenna/EBG 
Using the EM simulator CST Microwave Studio, simulations of fabric antenna 
(with/out EBG) covering the WLAN bands for wireless communications in close 
proximity of a homogenous human body model were done with the appropriate 
dielectric parameters for each band. The SAR values of the antenna with and without 
EBG have been studied on two human body models. One has the same construction as 
the two layer liquid phantom (Figure 6.21) described in the earlier section. The other 
one is an elliptical cylinder consisting of four layers of tissues: spine, body fluid, 
muscle and skin. 
The physical parameters for the rectangular liquid body model are achieved the SAM 
phantom specification [13]. The values for the liquid and the shell for each frequency 
are listed in Table 6-6, and the computational peak SAR results are summarized in 
Table 6-7. 
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Table 6-6 Tissue parameters set up in the simulation 
shell liquid 
Loss 
tangent 
Densityp 
[kg/m3] 
C, conductivity 
a IS/mi 
Densityp 
[kg/m3] 
2.45GHz 3.3 0.03 1000 39.2 1.8 1000 
5.8GHz 3 0.035 1000 35.114 3.717 1000 
Table 6.7 Simulated SAR of WLAN antennas on the rectangular liquid body 
Peak SAR values W/Kg-dual band WLAN antennas 
4 Hz 5.84'lHz 
I tissue I Or tissue 1 tissue u 
CPW antenna 1 13.85 7.819 1 20.29 
EBG antenna 0.131 0.086 0.117 0.070 
The results clearly demonstrate that the EBG has brought the power absorption down 
significantly. The advantage of the EBG ground is even distinctive at the higher 
frequency, as generally the human tissue has a much larger conductivity at higher 
frequency, the SAR value is normally greater than that of the lower frequency. 
However, the presence of the large EBG plane has reduced the field strength 
significantly, and a lower SAR value is observed for 5.8GHz than that of the 2.45GHz 
in the EBG antenna case. Although the real measurement can not be carried out, the 
simulation shows a prediction of the real data. 
The multi layer elliptical cylinder body model is shown in Figure 6.23. The torso 
consists of four main layers of body tissues: bone, fluid, muscle and skin. This model 
is used to study the antenna performance when the antenna is located on upper portion 
of human body. The electrical parameters corresponding to each tissue around the 
operating is obtained from [14] and listed in Table 6-8. 
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Figure 6.23 Multi layered body contrasted in CST 
Table 6-8 Parameters of the layered human model 
2.45GHz 5.8GHz 
Conduct Loss Conducti Loss Densityp 
Cr tangent vity [SIM] Er tangent [kg/m3] ý 
Bone 
0.40411 11.352 0.25597 1.0821 9.8085 0.36058 1810 
Cortical 
Body 1019- 
Fluid 
2.4392 68.24 0.26771 6.1833 65.179 0.31005 1063 
1.773 52.668 0.24205 4.609 48.883 0.30815 1040 Muscle 
Skin 
1.4876 37.952 0.28184 3.4631 35.363 0.32006 1010 D 
Two factors were investigated for this model: the distance between the antenna and 
the body, and the antenna with/out the EBG ground plane. The distances are set to be 
2mm, 6mm and 10mm from the antenna bottom to the body. The calculated SAR 
values over the volume of Ig and lOg for each distance are shown in Table 6-9 and 6- 
10. 
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Table 6.9 Computed SAR values over lg volume for 1W delivered power 
Table U: Maximum average lg SAR (W/Kg, Input power: 1W) 
CPW antenna EBG antenna 
Distan mm \F uen GHz 2.45G 5.86 2.45G 5.8G 
2mm 25.99 57.94 0.048 0.037 
6mm 14.95 24.68 0.033 0.025 
10mm 9.86 11.93 0.022 0.017 
Table 6.10 Computed SAR values over 10g volume for 1W delivered power 
Table III: Maximum average lOg SAR (W/Kg, Input power: 1W) 
CPW antenna EBG antenna 
Distan mm \F uen GHz 2.45G 5.8G 2.45G 5.8G 
2mm 15.68 22.13 0.0352 0.0105 
6mm 935 12.57 0.0204 0.0093 
10mm 6.71 7.12 0.0176 0.0084 
Results have shown similar SAR outcome as compare to the rectangular liquid model. 
The EBG plane guarantees a safe communication for the near body wireless network. 
And it is found that the SAR value is much related to the antenna and human body 
separation. When the antenna moves further away from the body, the power absorbed 
by the body decreases significantly. 
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6.7 Conclusion 
This chapter has focused on studying the effects of the vicinity of a human body on 
textile WLAN antenna and EBG performances. Studies have been carried out 
including bending, washing, on body, coupling and SAR evaluation. Each part can be 
concluded as follows: 
" Bending has a minor effect on both CPW and EBG antennas. For a linear 
polarized patch antenna, bending direction and bending curvature can affect the 
antennas performances. And overall bending will bring a wider beam width. 
" Human body has a strong interaction with the CPW antenna. The antenna works 
poorly in the vicinity of the body. With the introduction of the EBG ground 
plane, the antenna detuning can be reduced to a minimum, and the antenna is 
capable of keeping a stable performance. 
0 Moisture can influence the antenna characteristics seriously. Water brings to the 
substrate a much higher permittivity, as well as a large loss factor. Although the 
antenna performances are not affected much when it is dry again, better solutions 
should be considered in the future research. 
" When two antenna elements are working together on body, it is desired to have a 
small coupling between them. The coupling level is dependant on the antenna 
position alignment and the separation of the elements. Generally, if two antennas 
are located very close, the coupling between them can be a serious problem. With 
the EBG ground plane, the coupling between elements is reduced significantly 
and it is thus possible to locate two elements very close to each other. 
" Simulation and measurement are both done to evaluate antenna SAR on body. 
For the coplanar fabric antenna, there is no shielding behind, plenty of power 
radiates towards the body, and the absorption rate is high. In contrast to this, the 
EBG can form a good shielding layer between the antenna and the body. Both the 
simulated and measured SAR values for the EBG antenna can satisfy the 
international communication standard. 
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To sum up, the EBG structure can bring a lot of advantages into on body 
communications. Although it suffers under wet conditions which can be solved by 
choosing water proof materials, the EBG arrays provide an overall greater 
performance for on body applications. 
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Chapter 7 Conclusion and Future work 
7.1 Over Project Summary 
This study investigated wearable antennas for on-body wireless communication 
systems. Critical design parameters of wearable antennas for various personal 
wireless communication systems were discussed. Emphasis was put on wireless local 
area network (WLAN) applications. A variety of antenna design approaches were 
given in order to fulfil the particular requirements for on-body applications. And 
antenna performance in the dynamic body environment was demonstrated. This 
chapter will evaluate this research, discuss the significance of the research and draw 
conclusions based on the results obtained. The achievements of this study will also be 
highlighted. 
Chapter 3 focused on characterizing the properties of a selection of textile and leather 
materials for the use of antenna substrates. Study was also carried out on the effects of 
different conducting materials on textile antenna performance. The investigations 
have shown great possibility of using entire textile materials to fabricate high 
performance antennas. Insulating material `Felt' and conducting fabric `Zelt' were 
mainly chosen for the later antenna designs. 
The development of a few strip line fed textile and leather antennas were addressed in 
Chapter 4. Dual-band CPW fed antennas were designed for wearable applications. 
The results showed that this type of antenna has compact size, low cost, low loss and 
high stability. Both the impedance matching performance and the radiation 
characteristics are promising for WLAN band applications. A low profile dual-band 
rectangular textile antenna was also presented The antenna has a compact size and 
demonstrates attractive performances. The parasitic wire element around the main 
triangular patch provides a dual frequency band antenna. Modifying the small ground 
plane by introducing a rectangular slot allows tuning of the frequency bands and the 
band width. The antenna has achieved a wide bandwidth at each band. In addition, it 
is an excellent shape for compact antenna design due to its geometrical structure. 
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Finally, a multi-band coplanar hexagon ring antenna was introduced. The antenna is 
capable to cover most of the personal mobile networks, like GSM, DCS, UMTS and 
WLAN. With the combination of different sizes of hexagon ring, the proposed 
antenna can be designed to have an adjustable resonant band and suitable radiation 
performance for individual band operation, but has a very compact size. In most of the 
designs, simulations have been compared to measurements and shown in broad 
agreement. These antennas have been proved to have good performance, although 
they were initially designed for body worn applications the designs are useful for 
many other applications, for example they can be used for automotive antenna 
investigations. 
Antennas in wearable applications need directivity in order to avoid unnecessary 
radiation exposure to the human body and radiation losses. Therefore, a solution was 
proposed by introducing an EBG array to the antenna as a high impedance ground 
plane. A simple design structure of dual-band electromagnetic band gap materials was 
presented in chapter 5. The simple concentric square loop structure was employed to 
reduce the difficulties of manufacturing the fabric material and increase the accuracy 
of the cutting dimensions. Also the design was developed without vias to ease the 
fabrication process. The array has only 3x3 cells and a thickness of 2.2mm which 
make the combination of the antenna and the EBG is readily hidden or sewn into 
items of clothing. The measured EBG antenna showed 4.1% and 11.9% bandwidths 
for the lower and upper WLAN bands, which are quite enough for the real 
application. In addition, the EBG plane added 2.6dB and 2.4dB gain over the CPW 
antenna in the desired direction, and reduced the towards body radiation significantly. 
A comparison between the EBG antenna and a conventional dual-band slot patch 
antenna which has the same size was also addressed in chapter S. The EBG antenna 
has shown to provide useful impedance bandwidths a nearly twice that of the patch 
antenna, and most importantly, it has shown to be capable to maintain a rather good 
radiation pattern at the higher frequency operating band. 
Chapter 6 has focused on studying the effects of the vicinity of a human body on 
textile WLAN antenna and EBG performances. Studies have been carried out 
including bending, washing, wearing and coupling effect on antenna performances. 
SAR evaluation in both simulation and human body phantom measurement were also 
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processed. The EBG ground plane showed obvious advantages in most of the body- 
centric situations. It minimized the antenna detuning problem on the body, reduced 
mutual coupling from other elements, and shielded the scattering radiations towards 
the body. The EBG antenna has shown a great promising application for the future 
on-body communications. 
To summarise, this research has provided useful information for improving wearable 
antenna designs and added value to the further on-body system development for real 
life applications. The study and experiments in this research have proved that there is 
a great possibility of using wearable textile antennas to replace conventional rigid 
antennas in various applications. In the future, the complete flexible body-worn 
antenna system is possibly to be found in our everyday living. 
7.2 Future Work Expectations 
There is still an enormous amount of research and development that needs to be 
performed in this area in order to reach an optimal performance level. First of all, the 
connectors used for the antenna measurements in this study were the common 
metallic SMA connectors. These connectors were soldered on the antennas at this 
stage. Therefore the fabric-to-metal connection tends to break easily. Different types 
of connectors would be suggested in the future study. Smaller size, light weight 
connectors would be preferred. And better mounting method can be investigated to 
enhance the connection. 
Secondly, the need of developing more compact structures to meet the requirements 
of modern on-body systems can not be ignored. If the manufacturing accuracy can be 
assured, more complex geometries can be investigated to enhance the EBG band gap 
width, and to reduce the array size. 
Attention needs to be paid on the materials selection as well. Firmness of the textile 
materials should be considered to avoid unnecessary damage and breakage. Moreover, 
the antennas proposed in this study have shown to suffer under wet conditions. Thus 
water proof materials can be considered in the future research, and a hidden structure 
design is strongly recommended for further studies. 
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Finally, a more efficient human body phantom should be developed for both 
simulation and measurement in the future. The most of current physical or numerical 
phantom are still not controllable. In the future, the phantom should be able to present 
the electromagnetic properties of a live human body as much as possible. 
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Appendix A 
TRL: Thru-reflect-line method 
" Why use TRL calibration? 
This method is convenient in that calibration standards can be fabricated for a specific 
measurement environment, such as a transistor test fixture or microstrip. A calibration 
at the coaxial ports of the network analyzer removes the effects of the network 
analyzer and any cables or adapters before the fixture; however, the effects of the 
fixture itself are not accounted for. In microstrip, a short circuit is inductive, an open 
circuit radiates energy, and a high-quality purely resistive load is difficult to produce 
over a broad frequency range. The Thru-Reflect-Line (TRL) 2-port calibration is an 
alternative to the traditional SOLT Full 2-port calibration technique that utilizes 
simpler, more convenient standards for device measurements in the microstrip 
environment 
The advantage of TRL is that only three standards need to be characterized as 
opposed to 4 in the traditional open, short, load, and thru full 2-port calibrations. 
Further, the requirements for characterizing the T, R, and L standards are less 
stringent and these standards are more easily fabricated. 
" TRL calibration procedure: 
1. Define user Cal kit for TRL 
a. Modify the standard definition. To define the Short, 
Thru/Line and Line/Match standard, and to label these 
Standards. 
b. Assign the standards to the various TRL classes. 
c. Label the calibration kit. 
2. TRL calibration 
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a. Set average factor and error-correction method. 
b. Measure Through. For this step, the test ports are connected 
together directly and transmission frequency response and 
port match are measured in both directions by measuring all 
four S-parameters. 
c. Measure reflection. For the reflect step, identical high 
reflection coefficient standards are connected to each test 
port and measured (Si! and S22). 
d. Measure line/match. For the line step, a short length of 
transmission line is inserted between port 1 and port 2 and 
again the frequency response and port match are measured in 
both directions by measuring all four S-parameters. 
In total, all the measurements are resulting in independent equations, then all the error 
factors can be calculated and used for the accuracy enhancement. 
3. Check response and save calibration 
Read the phase response for both the S12 and S21, the phase at the centre 
frequency should be 90°, or very close to 90°. The magnitude for S12 and S21 
should be the same, and the lines should be very flat. 
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Appendix B 
Dielectric property derivation from transmission/reflection 
method 
A diagram of the waveguide sample holder with filled material is shown in Figure 
B. 1. The whole calculation method is based on Mason's non-touching loop rule. The 
loop can be described in a simple two port transmission line, as shown in Figure B. I 
right. 
Sample holder 
H, 
H 
portl 
................ . 
loop 
"1? e "z7 
..................................... 
Figure B. 1 (left) Waveguide cavity with filled material 
(right) Mason's non touching loop 
For multi-loop, the transmission can be calculated by: 
port2 
P, 
(I 
-EL; 
) +EL»'' -... 
)+P2(... ý 
B-1 
1-Y-L, +Y-LZ -- 
Where for a single loop case like the diagram in Figure B. 1, it can be written into 
T- 
P, 1-Y- L; " 
(B-2) 
1-EL, 
And in this case, P, = SZ, S12e » L; ' =0 and Y- L, = SZ 2e 
zýý 
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where ß=, and X. is the guiding wavelength. 
a 
Also in waveguide, 
Zs-Z, 
(B-3) S, ý = Za + Z, 
and S12 =1+ Su, S21 =1 + S11, S11 = -S22 (13-4) 
Therefore, S1ZS21 = (1+ S22Xl _S22)= 1- S22 (B-5) 
From equation (B-2) and (B-5), the transmission coefficient can be written: 
2 1x 
S21 =T= 
1- S22 - 
(B-6) 
1- Süe'2 
In a rectangular waveguide, 
ýa= 03. %) 
Z 
1- 
Where X. is free space wavelength, and X, is the cut off wavelength in the 
waveguide. Therefore, 
Z 
ZOX0 
(B-s = Zoffs= 
2 
(B-8) 
1-ý'0 
and Z, = 
Za 
= 
Z°l° 
2 
(B-9) F) 
Eý 
%1'e 
From (B-3), (B-8) and (B-9), we can get 
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zz 
s, - - 1- Z 
Sa= (B-10) zz zz Za+Z 
-° + 1-o 
Combine equation (B-6) and (B-10), the relationship between S21and the permittivity 
of the material can be written as follow: 
S21 -ý 
2 
22 
xc 
22 
s, - 
x0 
+ 1- 
ýo 
2x 
j- 
1 
ýlid 
-iz 0, 
F4211« 
(B-11) 
2 
ýf 
2 
a'0 
h0 
1- "e zz 
The real and imaginary part of the calculated c, will give the permittivity and the loss 
factor of the measured material. 
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Appendix C 
Radiation characteristics of the CPW fed leather antennas 
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Figure C. 1 Radiation patterns for the single layer CPW leather antenna at 
2.45GHz, 5.2GHz and 5.8GHz 
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Figure C. 2 Radiation patterns for the double-layer hidden leather antenna at 
2.45GHz, 5.2GHz and 5.8GHz 
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Appendix D 
Dual-band triangular antenna on EBG 
As the dual-band triangular antenna was designed sitting on a small ground plane, it 
generates a high backward radiation. Therefore, the antenna was test on the dual-band 
concentric EBG plane as well to reduce the interaction between the antenna and the 
body. Figure D. 1 shows the return loss comparison between the antenna itself and 
antenna grounded with the EBG plane. 
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E -20 4- 
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Frequency (GHz) 
Figure D. 1 Measured return loss for dual-band triangular antenna/EBG 
The presence of the EBG ground has narrowed the bandwidth for both resonant 
bands. The EBG antenna covers the band of 2.36GHz to 2.48GH at the lower 
frequency band, which has a bandwidth about 5%. At the higher frequency band, the 
EBG antenna near covers the frequency range of 4.12GHz to 6.08GHz, which has a 
wide bandwidth more than 20%. 
The radiation patterns of the EBG triangular antenna were measured in the anechoic 
chamber at 2.45GHz, 5.2GHz and 5.8GHz respectively. The E-plane and H-plane 
patterns at these frequencies are plotted in Figure D. 2, D. 3 and DA correspondingly. 
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Figure D. 2 Radiation patterns at 2.45GHz (left) E-plane, (right) H-plane 
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Figure D3 Radiation patterns at 5.2GHz (left) F-plane, (right) H-plane 
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Figure D. 4 Radiation patterns at 5.8GHz (left) F-plane, (right) H-plane 
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The antenna without the EBG backing has a dipole like radiation pattern that is fairly 
omni-directional and hence radiates into the body quite significantly. Placing the BEG 
behind the antenna considerably reduces the back radiation by at least 13dB while 
improving the gain by up to 3dB in a direction away from the body thus 
demonstrating the benefits of an EBG based antenna. 
